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ABSTRACT 

Computer technology has grown at a pace unrivaled by that of any other 

technology in history. Coupled with an almost equally fast paced growth in 

communications technology, computer systems have changed from isolated 

islands of computing into interconnected clusters of information generation, 

processing and consumption. This reality has led to ever increasing interest 

in distributing all aspects of computing in such a way as to make the 

physical separation of computer systems transparent to the users of those 

systems. An important target of these attempts is the file system. Many 

distributed file systems exist and are used extensively. However, they do 

not achieve the ultimate in transparency and distribution. 

This dissertation introduces a new paradigm for distributing the file 

system in which location transparency is extended to the lowest levels of 

the file system and achieves a greater degree of distribution than exists 

under the current! paradigm. This new paradigm reorients the relationship 

between the file system and the network system. The paradigm and its 

implications are described, along with performance testing of basic file 

operations using a prototype of the file system. Although the operations of 

the prototype file system were found to be 4 to 10 times slower than the 

most comparable operations using conventional FTP operations, the testing 

indicated that it is feasible to implement a file system based on the new 

paradigm. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Many aspects of everyday life are touched by distributed computer 

systems. Automated bank teller machines, point-of-sale credit card 

validation and airline reservations systems are distributed system which are 

ubiquitous in the United States. In the academic world, the vast distributed 

system of computers connected to the Internet provide remote login, file 

transfer and electronic mail. This system of loosely coupled computers is 

considered by some to be the most valuable piece of scientific 

infrastmcture to have been developed of the last decade [SIN91]. 

Distributed computing systems are collections of autonomous 

computers, loosely coupled by a communications network. The advances 

in computing power (see Section 1.4.1) and network communications 

performance (see Section 1.4.4) make distributed computing and 

increasingly attractive form of information processing, especially for 

database systems. 

To effectively use distributed systems, users must be able to share 

information easily. During the past decade much attention has been given 

to the development of distributed file systems derived from the UNIX file 

system. And while a great deal of progress has been made in the design 

and implementation of distributed file systems, there are still many 

challenges. The general problem of effectively sharing information in large 

_ .. _--"" .. _-"---"-. -~, -'~"'"'-"'-""'--"""--.-"""-~.-.-~ .... -,:'"--==::..:;-. 
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distributed systems is far from being solved [SAT90]. 

1.1 Statement of Problem 

Information processed by most useful computing systems ultimately 

resides in a file system. File systems (see Section 1.4.3) are part of the 

operating software running on the computer and providing access to 

information in a distributed computing system requires interaction with the 

file system of each autonomous computer. The direction of design and 

implementation of distributed file systems over the past decade has been to 

provide high-level functions built on top of the local system which make 

the file system appear to be global by hiding the local characteristics. For 

distributed file systems based on the UNIX file system architecture, the 

design has been centered on the client/server paradigm and remote 

procedure calls (see Chapter 2) [NIC93]. While there has been a great deal 

of success many problems remain. 

Some of these problems are high-level problems. For instance, the task 

of finding information in a very distributed file system becomes difficult as 

the size and distribution grow larger. This is a high-level problem because 

it is not so much concerned with the details of how data is stored at each 

system, but h')w it is to be named and referenced. 

Some of the problems are low-level problems. Distributed systems tend 

to become more heterogeneous as they grow [SAT90]. This means that 

--------_._------ - -._-- ._--------_._-_._ .. - ... -----------
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each new computing system must be integrated into the distributed file 

systems and the idiosyncrasies of the new system accommodated. In 

heterogeneous environments each system has its own concepts for naming 

and functionality. This is a low level problem because the details of how 

information is stored on particular systems must be known to allow the 

information on those systems to be accessed in the distributed environment. 

Another area in which current solutions are unsatisfactory is in 

providing underlying file system support for distributed database 

management systems. In many cases a distributed database operates 

essentially as a user application on top of a host operating system, a method 

of operation long recognized as undesirable [GRA79, ST08I]. The 

requirements of distributed database systems and functionality of current 

operating systems are not well matched. In addition current distributed file 

systems do not adequately support distributed database management 

systems well since they may not support concurrent access to data or 

provide inappropriate granularity of shared data [<JZS9IA] (see Section 

1.4.3). 

1.2 Objective 

As outlined in the previous section, over a decade of work has been 

done designing and implementing methods for distributed information 

access in the UNIX environment. The path of this development has been 

common to all of them and follows a paradigm of vertical integration. The 
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concept of vertical integration is described in detail in Chapter 2, but it 

essentially implies stacking up functionality. Implementing high-level 

functionality to hide low-level details is characteristic of vertical integration 

and is a very useful concept. In the case of distributed file system this 

paradigm has left many problems. 

It is the objective of this dissertation research to explore the path not 

taken by: 

1. developing an alternative paradigm to vertical integration by developing 

methods for horizontal integration of the file system and network 

protocols, and 

2. implementing a prototypical version of that paradigm on real computer 

systems to assess the feasibility of developing distributed file systems 

based on the new paradigm. 

It is important to notice the scope of the second objective. It is not an 

objective of this research to match a decade of scientific and commercial 

development based on the paradigm of vertical integration. Rather, the 

intention is to investigate an alternative paradigm which would not have 

been a practical foundation for the development of distributed file systems 

ten years ago. The goal of the investigation is to detennine if the evolution 

of computer architecture and computer networking have reached a point 

where it would now be feasible and beneficial to as the foundation for 
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developing distributed file systems. 

1.3 Approach 

Figure 1.1 provides a graphical representation of the structure of this 

dissertation. After outlining the overall environment in which this work 

takes place (this Chapter), the first step in meeting the first objective of this 

work is the recognition of the original vertical paradigm (discussed in 

Chapter 2). This process is facilitated by applying the concept of layered 

functionality which is found throughout networking literature. 

In developing a new approach to anything it is common to examine an 

approach which is orthogonal. The orthogonal approach to vertical 

integration is clearly - horizontal integration. The second step is to 

formulate the alternative paradigm by determining the matching 

functionally layers in the systems to be integrated and describing the 

integration process. This step is described in Chapter 3. 

The approach to the second objective is to identify the core set of 

functionality necessary to demonstrate the viability of the paradigm as a 

foundation for real design and implementation. This core set is identified 

in Chapter 4. Once identified, a prototype implementation of the software 

provides the experimental basis for determining that viability. The 

experimental work can also "feedback" into refinement of the new 

paradigm, hence the cycle between chapters 3 and 4 in Figure 1.1. 

------- --------------------------------
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Chapter 5 provides analysis of the results of the experimental work. 

This includes descriptions of the different conditions under which the 

prototype software was tested and discussion of various factors contributing 

to the observed results. The last section of the chapter summarizes how 

well the objectives of the research were fulfilled. 

~ 
Chap. 1 
BackNound 
Problem ~ 
Objectives 
Approach 

Chap. 4 
Experimental 
Work 

Chap. 2 
The Current 
Paradigm 
Verticru 
Integration 

Chap. 5 
Results 
and 
Analysis ~ 

'------'" ~ 

Figure 1.1 Organization of this Dissertation 

~ 
Chap._3 
The-New 
Paradigm 
Horizontal 
Integration 

Chap. 6 
Potential 
Impact 
Research 
Directions 
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Finally, Chapter 6 looks at the potential impact of the new paradigm in 

four areas related to distributed file systems. Two areas concern low level 

services which would be used to support or implement a distributed file 

systems based on the new paradigm. Two areas are high level applications 

and are considered for how they might be affected by the availability of a 

horizontally integrated distributed filesystem. 

Since the rationale for investigating a new paradigm for providing 

distributed file system support is the evolution in computer and network 

performance, the following sections provide background on fundamental 

concepts central to this research. 

1.4 Current Technology Issues 

The research concepts described in this dissertation are set within a fast 

changing environment of very broad scope. In order to understand the 

rational behind the paradigm shift which lies at the heart of the work it is 

necessary to establish key fundamentals beginning with a fairly broad view. 

In order to do that this chapter provides background information and issues 

for five relevant areas: Computer Architecture, Operating Systems, File 

Systems, Computer Networking and Distributed Computing. 

Arising from research during the second world war, computers have 

progressed in an incredibly short time from huge, slow, very expensive 

electromechanical devices accessible to a handful of people to small, 

"+_ ... _--. --_.- ---_._------.--_ •••• _-------_._------_. +--- .. - .--------~------------.- .... ". -~- . 

• 
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powerful and inexpensive tools which touch nearly every aspect of the lives 

of millions of people every day. Section 1.4.1 briefly outlines the historical 

progress of computer architecture to the current status in which architecture 

is dominated by the application of very fast processors which provide a 

small number of basic operations. The movement to this point in computer 

architecture has occurred over five "generations" which have been capped 

by an increase in processor performance by two orders of magnitude in the 

last ten years [ST091]. Following the discussion of hardware architecture 

Section 1.4.2 provides an overview of the operating system software 

concepts which allow the effective utilization the hardware. A key 

component of the operating system, the file system, is introduced in greater 

detail in Section 1.4.3. The coming decade promises to be one of continued 

revolution in computing, driven by the application of network 

communications advances and the concepts of distributed processing 

[HIL93]. Section 1.4.4 introduces computer networking and Section 

1.4.5.3 summarizes a newly available set of software components which 

provide an environment for distributed computing. 

1.4.1 Computer Architecture 

Computer Architecture involves aspects of both hardware and software, 

architectural design and operational design. The interconnection of digital 

components such as adders, combinatorial logic, registers and memory 

through buses, multiplexors and other pathways are certainly fundamental 

,--------- '----
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to computer architecture. However, equally important are the operational 

features of how information is moved and controlled, and how the 

components cooperate to operate as a system. [BAE80, MAN82] 

1.4.1.1 Development 

By looking at major technology advances which have significantly 

altered the state of computing, it is possible to consider that computer 

architecture is currently in its fifth generation [BAE80, TOR92]. The first 

generation includes all electronic computing equipment existing prior to 

1950. This generation of computers included the ENIAC (first electronic 

computer), EDVAC (first stored program computer), ILLIAC and 

Whirlwind (first core memory computer). In addition to the concepts 

associated with these ground breaking machines, the concepts of memory 

hierarchy, index registers and magnetic storage drums arose. However, 

there was no idea of an operating system, and programming was done in 

machine code as there was no assembler or high level languages. At this 

time the concept of the von Neumann architecture arose, and is still 

applicable to most common modem computers. 

The second generation (1950-1958) introduced magnetic tape and the 

introduction of shared data channels (the first departure from the basic von 

Neumann architecture) and interrupt capabilities. The crucial first efforts at 

the development of assemblers and loaders, high-level language compilers 

(e.g. ALGOL, COBOL, FORTRAN) and operating systems took place at 
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this time. [BAE80] 

The third generation (1958-1964) came about through technological 

transition from vacuum tubes to the transistor. The transistor allowed 

orders of magnitude more components, greater speed, faster memory access 

and greatly reduced power consumption. Supercomputer development 

grew with the utilization of multiple processors. Software aspects of 

computing grew rapidly with advances in languages, compilers and 

operating systems. Artificial Intelligence began, aided by greater memory 

and faster processing, as well as the development of languages such as 

LISP. [BAE80] 

The fourth generation (1964-1975) involved more technology 

refinement than major advance, with the development of integrated circuits 

and the generalization of multiprogramming operating systems. Also 

notable was the introduction of minicomputers which made computers 

available to a wider range of customers. Software continued to be refined 

and the beginnings of distributed computing and computer networking 

arose [BAE80]. 

1.4.1.2 Current Technology 

The current, fifth generation (1975-present) is probably close to its end 

[ST091, TOR92]. And while the long span of almost 20 years might seam 

to indicate little progress compared to the preceding 8 year generations it is 

---------------------------------- ---- --
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only an artifact of the nature of change which has taken place during this 

generation. The event which brought about this generation was the arrival 

of VLSI. The first 4-bit microprocessor (4004) appeared in 1970, followed 

by the 8-bit 8008 in 1972. By 1975 microprocessors were widely available 

from several companies. These simple processors, with less than 5,000 

transistors, are the direct forerunners of todays reduced instruction set 

computer (RISC) chips such as the MIPSl® R2000 (1986, about 100,000 

transistors) and the Intel i860 (1989, about 1 million transistors). A RISC 

chip provides only a few simple instructions which can each be executed 

very quickly. These machines achieve high performance by utilizing 

instruction prefetch and caching [WIL93]. 
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The early microprocessors were simpler and slower than TIL based 

minicomputer processor boards, but they marked rise of VLSI and packing 

of the entire processor onto a chip. The conceptual differences between 

these processors and today's RISC chips are small, but the dramatic 

increases in power have arisen from advances in chip fabrication which 

have allowed ever more functionality to be moved onto the same chip (see 

Figure 1.2 above for an illustration of these advances). For example, when 

the R2000 was developed with two micron technology, the processor itself 

occupied Y2 of the available chip space. The remaining space was 

inadequate for on-chip cache memory and was used instead to implement 

cache control circuits for off-chip data and instruction caches, and a 

memory management unit with a very large translation lookaside buffer. 

Three years later, when the i860 was developed, fabrication techniques 

allowed the area of silicon to be twice as large while the amount of space 

required for a single transistor shrank by a factor of 2Y2, for an effective 

factor of five increase in available area. In the i860 the processor itself 

takes up only 10% of the available space, with 35% used for a floating 

point co-processor and 20% for memory management and bus interface. 

The remaining 35% is used for on-chip cache memory [WIL90]. These 

examples reflect the two single most influential trends in computer 

technology; the steady decrease in the minimum feature size, and 

architectural advances which include pipelining and caches [HEN9l]. 

Clearly, the processors used in the workstation class of machines are 

.. __ .. _._ ..... __ . -" .. - ---- ... _---_._-------------
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very similar. Considering the system architectures in which these 

processors are used, it is also clear that there is a great deal of similarity at 

that level as well. 

SPARCstation Clone Architecture 

Figure 1.3 Example workstation architectures 

Two example system architectures are shown in Figure 1.3. These 

representative architectures both feature local buses which interconnect the 

---------------_ .. _. _._. 
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primary system components. The architecture shown at the bottom of 

Figure 1.3 represents a Sun Sparcstation clone. The processor incorporates 

an on-chip floating point co-processor, however the cache is off-chip, 

accessed through an external controller. The local memory bus (Mbus) 

provides the pathway between the cache controller and main memory, as 

well as access to off-card devices connected to the VMEbus and both the 

small computer system interface (SCSI) bus and the network. Main 

memory is accessed through a controller which also provides access to 

on-card peripherals. In the context of this paper it is important to note the 

number of shared paths between main memory and the VMEbus or the 

SCSI bus, since these are the most likely points at which we could attach a 

high-speed network interface. 

The architecture at the top of Figure 1.3 represents the architecture of a 

Digital Equipment Corporation DECstation®\ 5000/100 series workstation. 

Unlike the SP ARC®2 chip, the R3000 does not incorporate an on-chip 

floating point unit, but it does provide on-chip cache control. The caches 

themselves are off-chip. The processor subsystem resides on a daughter 

card and provides the local interconnect between subsystem components. 

The CPU Control Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) provides 

the interface to the system bus. Access to main memory is across the 

system bus through the Memory Control ASIC. The system bus also 

IDECstation is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

2SPARC and SPARCstation are registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
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provides the connection to the 100 MBps TURBOchannel®'. A standard 

I/O Control ASIC provides a shared connection to controllers for the SCSI 

bus, Ethernet and serial I/O. There are slots for additional TURBOchannel 

option (3 in this system) of which one possible option is a 100 Mbps Fiber 

Distributed Data Interface adapter. 

In both of these systems, the local on-chip and on-card buses are 

typically 32 or 64 bits wide and very short, hence they can support high 

data rates (> 40 MBps). The commonly used SCSI buss supports lower 

data rates of approximately 3 MBps. Newer buses, such as Sun's S-bus and 

DEC's TURBOchannel support transfer rates on the order of 100 MBps. 

It is very important to note that in determining performance of high 

level applications the raw transfer rates along the data path are not the only 

consideration. In the context of network communications based on serial 

lines the bottleneck is the communications channel. The availability of 

communications technology which provides sustained data transmission 

bandwidth on the order of ~ to 1 Gbps has shifted the communications 

bottleneck from the transmission channel to the host system. It is readily 

apparent that if such a channel is attached at any of the "open" buses in the 

three systems shown above, the bus will not be able to carry the traffic, 

even without considering a list of other bottlenecks. Beyond the signaling 

aspects of the bus bandwidth story it is also necessary to consider internal 

ITURBO channel is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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bus control protocols. As with nearly all simple communications media, 

once a data transfer has been setup on the bus the limitation becomes how 

fast the signals can be changed and stabilized on the bus, and a handshake 

returned. On a chip, a board or a backplane this can be done very quickly, 

and with a wide path very high data rates are achievable. The overhead 

comes in setting up the transfer (e.g. placing addresses on the bus, setting a 

word count for block mode transfers, perhaps configuring muxes or 

selectors) and it is clearly beneficial to transfer large amounts of data for 

each setup overhead incurred. However, large block transfers bring about 

other problems. 

First, the bus (any local bus in the systems shown above) is shared 

among many components. Tying up a bus for large transfers may interfere 

with most other activities which might take place concurrently with data 

transfer. For example, a large data transfer may occupy a VMEbus for a 

significant amount of time. If a device does not properly implement the bus 

arbitration scheme there is a danger that concurrent processing in the host 

will generate a bus error if an access to memory, or a device a register is 

made across the VMEbus. 

Second, there may be other bus protocol factors which affect the 

maximum transfer rate which can be sustained over a system bus. For 

example, the TURBOchannel does not allow a bus transfer to cross 2 KB 

boundaries [DAV91]. Therefore, large transfers will incur greater overhead 

------------- .. _ .. _--
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because the transfer setup cost must be paid for each 2 Kilobyte block. 

Depending on the memory alignment of the data to be transferred the 

maximum number of setup operations will be given by (size of 

transfer/2048) + 2. 

1.4.1.3 Memory and Disk Subsystems 

Assuming that a segment or block size can be determined which allows 

efficient utilization of the bus, where will the next bottleneck arise? In 

considering end systems the data to be transmitted/received will be likely to 

originate in either memory or disk. Alternatively, considering some type of 

network based real time data acquisition system, the sampled data is going 

to be buffered in either system memory or memory on the transducer 

interface. Clearly, for either type of system, it is necessary to examine the 

rate at which data transfers to/from memory or disk can be sustained. For a 

communications channel operating at 1 Gbps the system must be able to 

accept a 16-bit word every 15 nano-seconds. On-card buffer memory can 

be designed with the necessary high-speed memory, and the pathway 

to/from the buffer memory can be "tuned" (by adjusting path width and 

speed) to match the required data rates. However, in most current 

architectures message data must be copied into system memory to be 

accessible to protocol and application processes. A bus controller and 

shared bus provide the pathway to system memory and message data must 

be copied from the network interface buffer into system memory by either 

------------------------- ---
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the host CPU or a DMA controller. One impact of this copy is that the 

overall transfer rate will be affected by the memory access time of the host 

memory. In order to keep costs low, this class of system design uses a 

relatively small amount of very fast (and expensive) on-chip, or on-card 

cache, and slower (cheaper) RAM for main memory. For the current 

generation of workstations the the main memory is typically 70ns DRAM. 

Assuming a 32-bit wide access such memory will support a maximum 

transfer rate of about 457 Mbps (57.125 MBps). A combination of wider 

accesses and faster memory (e.g. 33ns Video DRAM) could be used to 

push this rate into the 1 Gbps range. However, this also requires matching 

the bus width and will increase the cost of these systems. Additionally, 

because of operating system constraints, data messages in user address 

space must generally be copied by the processor into system address space 

during I/O processing to send the message to the network interface. For 

incoming traffic these same constraints will require that messages from the 

network interface are first copied to memory in system space, and later 

copied into user space. 

Finally, for many real world applications network traffic is not simply a 

continuous stream of bits generated out of the air by one system and just 

absorbed or displayed like a movie on another system, using only 

memory-to-network-to-memory transfers. In a real application these 

systems are going to at least write the data to disk at the destination, and 

most likely they will read the data from disk at the source. Therefore, to 

-------------- ------ ----- -----
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get an idea of the effective throughput which will be seen by an application 

utilizing a high-speed network we must include disk transfer rates. For the 

current workstation class of system, and the most widely used types of 

network interfaces, it can be expected that data will first be moved from 

disk to a memory buffer. The data will then be subjected to protocol 

processing, which may require accessing every byte of the data if software 

checksum and/or encryption is used. The data may then be copied to 

system address space and transferred to the network interface. It may be 

possible to use double buffering to, in the best case, completely overlap the 

disk transfers and protocol processing. It is also possible to overlap 

network transfers, depending on flow control used in the protocol. A 

generalization of an overlapped data transfer sequence is shown in Figure 

1.4. below 

Overlapped transmission 

Sequential tmnsmission 

~~~~ 

~Disk 
~ Protocol 
~ proccsslIlg 

!ill Network 

I ~Time 

Figure 1.4 Overlapped vs. Sequential Data Transmission 
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As an example of applying overlapped transfers it is useful to consider a 

scenario with standard devices. One of the most ubiquitous standards in 

use for attaching disk storage to workstations is the SCSI bus. As can be 

seen in the system architectures illustrated in Figure 1.3, SCSI is so 

common that processor boards often provide onboard controllers that 

eliminate the need for interfaces which attach to the general bus (e.g. 

VMEbus) as previously described. Developed by several independent 

manufacturers, the SCSI specification provides guidelines for the 

mechanical, electronic and functioning of the I/O bus. The original 

specification (SCSI-I) provided for data rates of 4-5 MBps. The 

specification i8 continuing to evolve with SCSI-2 under development. The 

newer standard will initially provide for increasing the speed of the current 

8-bit data path to 10 MBps. This is referred to as "fast" SCSI. Another 

provision, "wide" SCSI expands the data path to 16 or 32-bits. These two 

new provisions can be combine for "fast and wide" SCSI to allow a top data 

rate of 40 MBps [DEC91]. 

With SCSI in the path, a theoretical 1 Gbps data stream, already 

restricted to about 457 Mbps by the memory access limitations discussed 

above gets reduced further to about 32 to 40 Mbps. This is assuming that 

any intervening buses can sustain the maximum memory transfer rate. If a 

VMEbus interface is used instead of SCSI, the bus limits the data rate to 

about 160 Mbps and the fastest disk storage systems available (Parallel 

Transfer Disk subsystems) reduce that to about 120 Mbps [MCN92]. In 
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either case the slowest channel in the end-to-end data path limits the 

effective rate to about 5 or 10% of the fastest path. And this is true only 

when the slowest channel is kept busy by overlapping I/O and burying the 

access times of the faster channels. 

For some applications data can be moved directly from the 

communications channel to a frame buffer [FR091] and sustain a higher 

fraction of the raw channel bandwidth. But in general, using the current 

generation of workstation class computer architecture, host system 

components limit transfers to a range of 10% to 50% of the raw bandwidth 

of a 1 Gbps channel. This is raw maximum bandwidth and exclusive of 

protocol processing overhead. Note that there are researchers who do not 

reach this conclusion, and feel that current workstations using current 

protocol suites can sustain gigabit traffic [PAR90]. 

1.4.1.4 Emerging Technology 

There are two aspects of emerging computer architecture technology to 

consider: near term and long term. Near term technology is basically a 

continuation of the current generation of teclmology, higher performance 

RISe processors in advanced development or early production and testing. 

The long term technology may represent a transition to the next generation 

of computers with radical changes in architecture, perhaps most 

dramatically represented by the prospect of optical computing. 

--------------- .. _-- . __ . .. 
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Figure 1.5 Instruction Set Features of Several New Processors 

The near term changes to workstation class systems are centered on 

-----------------------------
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increasing processor bandwidth by an order of magnitude. Advanced third 

generation RISC processors (e.g. Digitals Alpha, MIPS R4000, Sun 

SPARC, IBM RS/6000, Intel i960, Hewlett-Packard PA-4) incoIporate 

millions of transistors on a chip and will provide over 100 million 

instructions per second and perhaps eventually one billion instructions per 

second. These processors achieve such rates by the use of superpipelining 

and/or pushing the processor clock rate [WEI92, DEC92, COM92, SIT93]. 

The instruction pipelines and other characteristics of some of these 

processors are illustrated in Figure 1.5 above. 

Boosting the clock rate is obvious but not necessarily trivial. 

Superpipelining is accomplished by treating individual pipeline stages as 

miniature pipelines. This allows execution a new instruction before 

completion of the current instruction. This process can be taken even 

further by running two or more instruction pipelines in a parallel (called 

superscalar) architecture. These techniques are actually borrowed from 

mainframe and supercomputer architectures, and introduce their own 

problems (especially branch-related problems). Taming these problems 

requires more complex control logic. Figure 1.5 (above) shows the 

instruction pipelines for several newer commercial processors include 

designs which incorporate superscalar and/or superpipelining techniques. 

Additionally, many of these newer processors make the transition to 64-bit 

architecture. These wider data paths allow internal gigabit per second 

transfers with only a 16 MHz clock. The Alpha chip provides selectable 
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data path widths of 64 or 128-bits, and a bus rate which may range from 

18.75 MHz to 75 MHz. 

As with several of the current generation RISe chips, the Alpha 

processor will provide on-chip instruction and data caches, and on-chip 

demand paged memory management with separate translation look-aside 

buffers for the instruction and data memory accesses Instructions are fixed 

length (32-bit) so two instructions are fetched each cycle. The processor 

also includes an on-chip floating point unit which supports both IEEE and 

V AX®1 single and double precision floating point formats. 

As mentioned in the Section 1.4.1.1, the steady trend since the 

introduction of the integrated circuit has be toward ever smaller feature 

sizes, and larger chip areas. The very powerful RISe processors available 

and emerging today are the direct result of these trends. The minimum 

feature size has decreased from 5011 in 1960 to 0.811 in 1990. The number 

of components per chips is an 0(n2) function of feature size, so the number 

of components has increased dramatically. Similarly, the maximum chip 

edge size has increased from 2 mm in 1960 to 13mm in 1990. This also has 

an 0(n2) effect on the number of components per chip. It can be expected 

that these trends will continue, with feature sizes of 0.211 by the end of the 

decade. And while it has often been predicted that the end of optical 

lithography is at hand (because of feature sizes smaller than the wavelength 

IV AX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 



of light used) the use of increasingly shorter wavelengths have repeated 

postponed this reckoning. The true limit on these trends is likely to be 

economical as the cost of establishing production line for fabrication these 

chips becomes too expensive for all but a small number of companies 

[HEN91]. 

Processors with capabilities similar to those of the Alpha are anticipated 

from Hewlett-Packard, Sun, IBM and others. However, the availability of 

hundreds of millions of epu cycles each second, and the capability to 

move data internally at gigabit rates doesn't necessarily solve all of the 

problems. As RISe technology has yielded increasing numbers of 

processor cycles, applications have demonstrate almost infinite capacity to 

absorb them, often leaving little increase in the effective throughput of 

individual applications. Windowing systems, management software, 

distributed file systems, graphical user interfaces and network protocol 

software provide wonderful abstraction and ease of use but also have a 

voracious appetite for processor bandwidth. 

It is difficult to accurately estimate the true increase in application 

throughput, say in moving from a 4 million instruction per second host to a 

15 million instruction per second host, but it is likely that much of the gain 

is buried in other bottlenecks which are not improved by processor 

technology. These bottlenecks include system buses, memory access 

latency and disk transfer rates. The first two are particularly important to 
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computer-network interface issues since messages must usually be copied 

between interface memory and host memory. In fact, multiple copies may 

be required between parts of host memory as a message moves between 

system and user address spaces. Disk transfer rates are certain to come into 

consideration for any realistic application involving data transfer. 

Certainly, operations such as remote procedure calls may only involve 

small exchanges of data between processes executing on distributed 

machines, but most applications will require the exchange of all or part of 

files. In these applications the use of gigabit communications will mean 

that by far the dominant delay will be that introduced by disk accesses. 

1.4.2 Operating System Architecture 

The Operating System (OS) is a set of software programs which 

provide, in conjunction with the machine hardware, the environment in 

which applications programs execute. Early systems had no operating 

system and end user programs had to run directly on the "bare" hardware. 

Any functionality not provided by the hardware had to be coded in the user 

program. This led to inefficient use of the (very expensive) hardware and 

operating systems developed to remove much of this programming burden 

from computer users. 

1.4.2.1 General Concepts 

The OS acts as an intermediary between the tasks and the bare 
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computer hardware. To do this the OS provides many functions. Usually 

these functions include creating and deleting tasks, and controlling their 

execution. This includes preventing tasks from interfering with one 

another. It also includes providing facilities to allow task to communicate 

with each other (e.g. via message passing or signals) and to share access to 

data. The OS manages the allocation of shared resources, such as disks and 

memory, between tasks. The operating system also provides the user with 

access to shared software resources such as compilers, assemblers, linkers, 

shareable libraries of subroutines and utilities such as debuggers. 

Protection of memory and disk space between users, as well as 

implementation of security measures is also provided by the OS. This 

includes utilities to account for the use of system resources by individual 

users and to place quotas on the amount of resources available to specific 

users. The operating system also deals with hardware generated interrupts 

and many types of error conditions. 

The operating system is generally software purchased from a vendor 

(e.g. the computer hardware vendor) rather than written by the computer 

system users. This software is usually never changed by the user, but may 

provide facilities to alter operating parameters or to extend subroutine 

libraries with user provided software. 

There are many types of operating systems in existence with a wide 

range of capabilities which extend from simple Disk Operating Systems 
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(DOS) that allow single user, single task operation to Virtual Memory 

operating systems which allow many users and many tasks to execute 

simultaneously. 

The operating systems is comprised of many components. These 

include: Scheduler - Responsible for allocating the CPU in multitasking 

operating systems; I/O Management Systems - Responsible for controlling 

access to I/O devices (generally includes the File System); Software tools -

Compilers, assemblers, linker and debugger used by programmers to 

develop new applications; Libraries - Software modules which can be 

shared by users to perform common tasks; Memory manager - Responsible 

for the control of shared memory resources among tasks; and User Interface 

- The command line interpreter, or shell, which accepts and interprets 

command from the user (via keyboard) and conducts a dialog with the 

computer system user to allow the development and use of applications 

tasks. [CAL82, PET83] 

1.4.2.2 Example Operating System 

O f h .. I'S UNIX®l. ne 0 t e most pervasive operatmg systems This 

operating system was initially developed in 1969 by Ken Thompson 

[AND90]. Since then UNIX has been ported to the full range of computers 

from micro-computers to supercomputers and emerged as the first major 

machine independent operating system [WIL92]. Some very important 

1 ®UNIX is a trademark of Unix Systems Laboratories, Inc. 
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characteristics of this operating system are: Support for multiple concurrent 

processes. The capability to initiate asynchronous processes, a hierarchical 

file system architecture which supports dismountable volumes, a simple 

consistent model for file, device and interprocess I/O, and user selectable 

system command input parser. 

System 
Communds& 

Utilities (e.g. PS) 

Figure 1.6 UNIX Operating System Architecture 

The architecture of the UNIX operating system follows the general 

model described above. The core, or kernel, functions of the OS sit on top 

of the bare machine hardware. The kernel provides the basic support for all 
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of the other components and the applications tasks. The most important of 

these functions include: Scheduling of processes, Memory management, 

I/O Device and hardware management, Disk and File management, the 

System Call Interface and the Operator Console Interface. The System Call 

Interface provides access to kernel functions by the various system 

command and utility programs which use the services of the kernel. These 

functions are defined in a run-time library which provides system service 

calls. These user level system calls are mappted to the kernel routines that 

service the system call interface and actually perform the reqiested 

functions. The overall architecture of the UNIX operating system is 

illustrated in Figure 1.6 above. 

1.4.3 File Systems 

The file system is a component of the operating system which provides 

for the management and storage of information. This information is in the 

form of "files". The file system uses services or functions provided by the 

operating system and is basically a collection of software programs which 

provide services and functions to the end user of the system. 

1.4.3.1 General File System Concepts 

Files may be considered to be an organized collection of data "records" 

which reside on external storage (e.g. disk). These records may have a 

variety of formats which can generally vary between files, but which are 
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usually the same within a single file. Individual files may use one of 

several common methods of organizing the information contained in them. 

Files with sequential organization require access of each record in order by 

record number (or according to another key). In order for a program to 

access the tenth record, the first nine records must be accessed first. This 

type of organization arose from the earliest types of computer storage, tape 

and cards, in which the physical order of the stored information dictated the 

access sequence. This type of file organization is particularly useful for 

large batch processing operations, such as billing applications, which are 

run on a periodic basis and must process every record. The physical 

storage of the data organized as a sequential file mayor may not be 

contiguous but the file system just needs to know the where the first record 

starts, and how to step to the next record. Another commonly used format 

is random organization. Random files are useful for applications in which 

there is no predictable sequence in which records in the file will be 

accessed. In this case, the sequential stepping through each preceding 

record to get to a required record can be extremely inefficient. Random 

access requires that the file system know how to translate from a key, such 

as the record number, directly to the physical location of that record. 

Generally files with random organization are stored on devices, such as 

disks, which support random access to physical data. Random organization 

can be emulated on sequential devices, such as tape, but often the access 

time required by such devices make this impractical. Other common file 
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organization formats include index sequential access method (ISAM) files, 

A VL trees and B-trees. ISAM files support for sequential and random 

access. B-trees are a special type of tree organization in which each node 

of the tree may contain several data elements and may have several 

children. B-trees are often used for directory files since finding an element 

requires only a single path through the tree, and the structure of the tree 

guarantees the the longest path is O(log n) [STU89]. B-trees and B+ trees 

have become the basis for many commercial file systems [FOL92]. B+ 

trees are a combination of a B-tree and a sequential linked list. The formats 

are successful because the provide access times that grow in proportion to 

10gkN, where N is the number of entries in the file and k is the number of 

entries indexed in a single block of the B-tree structure. The B-tree 

guarantees that one file entry out of millions can be found with only three 

or four disk accesses and as entries are added and deleted the petformance 

remains about the same. 

The file management system generally provides a logical structure 

which is highly independent of specific processor and device details. This 

requires that the file system allow access of files by logical, or symbolic 

names. The file system also protects the data from loss due to hardware or 

software malfunction and provides security to prevent unauthorized access 

of data. File systems must be designed with a trade-off between efficiency 

and flexibility. That is, the file management system must be reasonably 

efficient in its provision of these functions (which often implies 
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simplification and limitation of functionality) but must also provide enough 

functionality to meet a variety of needs. It is also desirable for the file 

system to be as transparent as possible to the applications tasks. That is the 

task can access its data, in a format suitable for its functions, with as little 

knowledge of or interference from the file system as possible. Generally a 

file system provides the basic functions of: Create - make a new file; Delete 

- destroy an existing file; Open - enable access to an existing file; Close -

disable access to an existing file; Read - fetch data from an existing file; 

Write - store data in an existing file; Modify - alter the contents or 

properties of an existing file; and Rename - change the symbolic name of 

an existing file. From these basic functions other utilities can be 

constructed, for example to Copy one file to another. 

logical block # 

Figure 1.7 Namespace Mapping 
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Since the file system allows the user or application to refer to files by 

symbolic names, it must provide for system wide uniqueness of filenames. 

This is especially true in multi-user computer systems. It must also provide 

a catalog or directory facility which allow the user to see a list of the names 

of all the files in the system. The format of this directory varies between 

file systems and the listing of files mayor may not reflect the underlying 

logical structure of the file system. 

The file system provides a series of translations that map from the 

abstract symbolic level of the application task to the concrete, device 

specific level of the physical storage medium on which the data resides. 

This mapping between the logical names pace and the physical location 

space is shown in Figure 1.7 above. 

Establish LogIcal/PhysIcal 
File Correspondence 

Set Up Access Procedures 

Block/Deblock 

Manage Buffers 

DetermIne PhysIcal Address 

Schedule 110 Requests 

Establish CommunIcations Path 

Specify MaIn Storage Locations 

Control DevIce Actions 

Figure 1.8 Filesystem "Protocol" Stack 

------------- ---- ---- --------
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The stages of translations can be thought of as protocol layers and are 

illustrated in Figure 1.8. Each layer perfonns a function using the services 

of the layer below. These function in turn provide services to the layer 

above. 

1.4.3.2 Examples of File Systems 

Continuing from the example in Section 1.4.2.2 this section will discuss 

the UNIX file system. The UNIX file system allows four types of files. 

These are Ordinary files, Directory files, Special files and FIFO files for 

pipes. Ordinary files are treated as a byte stream by the file system. They 

may contain text data as a string of bytes (characters) or binary data as a 

stream of words. There is no structure imposed on the sequence of bytes in 

the file by the kernel. Directory files are used to store infonnation about 

the cataloging of files in the system. This infonnation associates names 

with files or groups of files in a way that reflects the structure of the file 

system. The UNIX directory structure is a multi-level inverted tree 

structure with a single root. The file system also allows links which enable 

files to appear in more than one directory so that the structure is actually a 

directed graph. Directory files are essentially ordinary files with write 

access granted to the operating system but not the user. Special files 

provide access to peripheral devices and allow device I/O to be treated 

essentially the same as file I/O. The FIFO files used for pipes enforce 

sequential access to data and provide a FIFO queue. 
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The file system implements access control through the use of 

permissions attributes associated with each file. The permissions control 

who has read, write and execute access to the file. 

/ ("root") 

~~ 
bin dey etc. lib ~ 

aim \Ib ~ers 
tIO~~ 

ProgramA.o ProgramA.c 

Figure 1.9 Partial UNIX Directory Tree 

The symbolic namespace of the UNIX files system provides a 

multi-level hierarchical directory structure which appears as an inverted 

tree with a single root. Additional file systems may be mounted at a leaf 

node in the tree. However, a single directory cannot be split across 

multiple file systems. The root directory is called simply"/". A number of 

standard directories are commonly found in UNIX file systems. Files are 

named by the path through the tree which leads to them from the root: 

"/dirl/dir2/ .. ./dirN/file". Where dirN is the Nth subdirectory. A simplified 

UNIX file system is shown in Figure 1.9. In that figure the full filename 

for the file ProgramA.c is "/usr/users/kmm/ProgramA.c". 

In UNIX the file system is a logical disk. A physical disk may contain 
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several logical disks. The logical disk is basically a one dimensional array 

of logical blocks which is partitioned into four sections. The physical disk 

is essentially a three dimensional array of physical disk blocks. The size of 

logical block may be larger than the size of a physical block. The first 

section of the logical disk is a single block which contains the boot block. 

The boot block stores a program which knows how to load the UNIX 

kernel from the file system. The second section is a single block containing 

the superblock. The superblock stores more than sixty-four parameters 

which describe the current state of the file system. The third section is a 

group of blocks used to store inodes. The inode is the focus of all file 

activity in UNIX. There is a unique inode allocated for each active file, 

each current directory, each mounted-on file, text file, and the root. 

Finally, the remaining blocks are available for files. Note that in particular 

versions of UNIX there is another additional level of hierarchy called 

cylinder groups. This additional feature provides some enhancement to 

disk access performance but the basics of the file system are the same. 

The use of inodes to map physical structure, and the process of 

translating logical addresses to physical locations are shown in Figure 1.10 

above. Depending on the number addresses per block, an inode can allow 

the creation of very large files, on the order of 4 to 16 million blocks. 

-------------- - -_. --
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In order to map a logical address to a physical address, three steps are 

required: 

1. The logical byte address is converted to a logical block number by 

dividing by the size of a logical block. The remainder provides the 

offset to the byte in the block. 

2. The inode is used to map the logical block and offset to a physical block 

and offset. 

3. The physical block and offset are translated to a disk address (consisting 

of cylinder, track and sector numbers). 

1.4.4 Computer Network Communications 

In order to participate in distributed computing, distributed file systems, 

or simple remote processing and file transfer a computer system requires 

network communications hardware and software. Like most other areas of 

computing, network communications continues to be a very dynamic and 

rapidly changing field. It is also a field which is currently on the verge of 

experiencing increases in capacity by several orders of magnitude. This 

will be made possible by the exploitation of the capacity of optical fiber to 

carry 1,000 to 200,000 times more data over a distance 1,000 times further 

than is possible for electrical signaling [WIT91]. 
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1.4.4.1 General Concepts 

Computer networks may be put together in a number of topologies 

including bus, star and ring configurations. Each computer system 

participating in the network is called a node. The computer network may 

be a local area network (LAN), in which case the computers are generally 

located fairly closely to each other, say within a kilometer. Often a 

network of this type will be completely owned and operated by the same 

organization. Because of the shorter distances, a LAN will often utilize 

high-speed, low bit error rate communications channels. Alternatively, a 

computer may participate in a wide area network (WAN) in which there are 

connections between systems across a city, state or country. In this type of 

network the organization operating the computers typically uses long 

distance communications channels provided by an outside vendor such as 

the phone company. Because of the long distances and expenses involved, 

the WAN will generally use carrier services offered by telecommunications 

companies such as AT&T. Some representative digital carriers systems are 

shown in Table 1.1 (below), while representative LAN technology IS 

summarized in Table 1.2 (in Section 1.4.4.4) [SAN90, MAR88]. 

There is a wide variety of communications hardware available, ranging 

from low-speed serial lines to high-speed multi-access networks. 

Communications hardware generally consists of controllers or interfaces 

which connect to the system bus of the computer and to the appropriate 

communications channel. some of the tasks performed by this controller 
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may include: line polling; code conversion; error detection and correction; 

data buffering, multiplexing and concentrating, data 

serialization/deserialization, etc. The most commonly used signaling media 

is copper wire, however fiber-optics are the becoming ever more widely 

used as bandwidth requirements push into the hundreds of Megahertz 

range. For some applications, such as data networks between naval vessels, 

radio transmission provides the communications channel. 

Table 1.1 Representative WAN Digital Carriers 

System Medium Voice Bit Rate 
Name Grade (Mbps) 

Channels 

Tl wire cable 24 1.544 

TIC wire cable 48 3.152 

T2 wire cable 96 6.312 

FT3 optical fiber 672 44.736 

FT3C optical fiber 1344 90.524 

FT-4E-144 optical fiber 2016 144 

FI'-4E-432 optical fiber 6048 432 

Communications software allows a computer to use the communications 

channel to transmit and receive data. The functions performed by 

communication software includes control of the communications interface, 
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fonnatting of infonnation for transmission and interpretation of infonnation 

received on the channel. In addition, the software must perform functions 

to provide organized use of the communications channel so that several 

computers do not try to use the channel simultaneously and disrupt each 

others communications. This software does so by following a 

communications protocol. The protocol is a set of rules and data fonnats 

which indicate the proper sequence of actions and fonnat of messages 

which will allow the communications network to operate correctly. The 

variety of communications protocols in use today spans a range of 

complexity from simple stop-and-wait protocols to the full ISO OSI 

protocol suite. [BLA87] 

A common principle in the design of network protocols is layering. 

Layering goes beyond simple modularity by specifying the sequence of 

calling between modules. Most communications protocols, beyond the 

simplest, are layered. This reduces a complex implementation problem into 

a set of simpler problems. Particular protocol layers may contain sublayers 

which are optional and need not be implemented. The protocol "entity" at 

each layer is the implementation of the protocol functions for that layer. 

This implementation can be a separate process, or part of a larger process. 

Communications is considered to take place between peer entities on 

different systems [COL91]. 

---------------------------------
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1.4.4.2 The ISO/OSI Reference Model 

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has developed a model 

called the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference model [17498]. 

The purpose of the OSI Reference Model is to provide a common basis for 

the coordination of standards development for open systems interconnected 

by communications networks. This model groups the functions associated 

with communications between systems into seven layers [MAR88]. At 

each layer there are a variety of standards adopted by the ISO for specific 

functions. The seven layer structure and some of the adopted standards are 

illustrated in Figure 1.11. 

Under the OSI model, computer hardware, operating systems, 

applications software, and the layered communications software and 

hardware are considered to be an "end-system". End systems make 

end-to-end communications with one another by way of the data 

communications network to which they connect. In the case where the 

network is a shared medium network the end systems directly connect to a 

single transmission medium. Since all end-system network interface units 

can receive all frames or packets transmitted on the shared transmission 

medium, there is no need or intennediate-systems between the end-systems. 

Most LANs are shared medium networks. Such networks may be 

interconnected to form an internetwork (see Section 1.4.4.3 below). 

------------------- ----- --------
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-------------------------------

Figure 1.11 ISO/OSI Layers and Standards 

Each layer in the OSI model performs a specific set of functions and the 

Reference Model provides a framework for the design of standards at each 

layer. Each layer builds on the functionality of the layers below it to 

provide support for the functionality of the layers above it. And while 

similar to the functional layering seen in operating systems, it differs in that 

skipping layers is a violation of the layering principles. That is, layer N 

-------------------- - ---
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cannot skip layer N-1 and directly access the services of layer N-2. Top 

level application communications must pass through all the layers. In OSI 

each layer participates in data transfer by following the rules of its own 

protocol and communicating only with its peer layer in the corresponding 

end-system [MOD91]. 

Each protocol layer is described by a service definition which describes 

the services provided by the layer to the layer above, and a Protocol 

Specification which describes the set of communications conventions 

which are followed by the peer entities at that layer. The functions 

specified for the layers in the OSI Reference model are: 

1. Physical Layer - Transmits bits over the physical medium either 

synchronously or asynchronously. Activates or deactivates the physical 

connections at the request of the data link layer. 

2. Data Link Layer - Establishes/releases data link connections, possibly 

using more than one physical connection. Delimits data into frames. 

Detects transmission errors and possibly perfonns retransmission. 

Provides flow control. 

3. Network Layer - Perfonns routing functions. Provides a network 

connection between transp0l1 layer entities. Perfonns multiplexing of 

network connections onto data link connections and segmenting of 

Transport layer data as necessary. May perfonn error detection and 

--------------- ---- ----
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recovery. Provides appropriate quality of service and network 

management functions. 

4. Transport Layer - Multiplexes transport connections onto network 

connections. Sequences data units to ensure delivery in the same 

sequence as sent. PerfOlms error detection and recovery, segmenting or 

blocking of data and flow control. 

5. Session Layer - Provides a 1-to-1 mapping between presentation and 

session connections. Supports synchronization of activity on the 

connection. 

6. Presentation Layer - Initiates data transfer between application entities, 

negotiates syntax used for data transfer. Performs data transformation 

or conversion as needed. 

7. Application Layer - Provides functions to support applications. This 

includes capabilities to identify peer applications entities, authenticate 

communications, select dialog discipline, etc. 

1.4.4.3 Internetworks 

An "internetwork" exists when mUltiple networks are connected and 

data may travel across the network boundaries. In some cases two 

networks may not be directly connected to each other, bJJt may 

communicate through and intervening network. The connected networks 
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are referred to as "subnetworks" of the internetwork. When data from an 

end-system on one subnetwork is sent to an end-system on a different 

subnetwork it may travel through one or more intermediate-systems in the 

intervening subnetworks. Intermediate systems are not involved in the 

end-to-end communications but are concerned with routing traffic through 

the network. An intermediate system connecting two networks is usually 

called a "router". 

Much of the functionality of the router takes place at the network layer 

(layer 3) in the case when two different networks connected to the 

intermediate-system operate using the same networking protocols. The 

router uses infonnation from the network protocol header in a data packet 

to decide how to route the packet. Routing can be accomplished using a 

static routing table or more sophisticated dynamic routing algorithms. 

Routers which use dynamic routing collect information from other 

intermediate-systenls and end-systems on the network and use it to 

dynamically influence the routing decisions [SHA91]. 

In some internetworks the communications protocols used on different 

networks to which an intermediate-system is attached are not the same. For 

such an internetwork the intermediate system must also perform a 

translation function as well as a routing function. This translation can be 

performed at the network layer or above. The intermediate-system is then 

called a "gateway", or specifically in this case a network layer, or layer 4 

-------------- ------ .---
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gateway. This is because the end-systems communicating across the 

internetwork are compatible at layers above the network layer, but 

incompatible below, requiring translation at layer 3 to communicate. In 

general, the translation process in a gateway may take place at layers 3, 4, 

5, 6 or 7, depending on the compatibility of the end-systems [SHA91]. At 

the application layer (layer 7) , the gateway allows dissimilar applications 

to communicate. A common example of an application layer gateway is a 

mail gateway which allows different types of electronic mail applications to 

communicate and exchange mail [T AN88]. 

1.4.4.4 Examples of Protocols 

Among the most widely used suite of protocols for network 

communications are the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet (IP) 

protocols developed by ARPA [T AN88]. In local networks these protocols 

commonly use local area network services provided by Ethernet (or IEEE 

802) protocols. For wide area communications the services provided by the 

Bell System's Tl are commonly used. 

The set of protocols comprising TCP/IP were developed prior to the 

existence of the OSI model. Therefore they do not map exactly to the 

layers of OSI, however they can roughly be considered to correspond to the 

Transport (layer 4) and Network (layer 3) services of the OSI model. IP 

utilizes the specific communications link service available (e.g. Ethernet, 

Tl, etc.). Several important features of the TCPIIP protocols have 
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contributed to its widespread use. One feature is that while based on 

conventional packet-switched technology, the protocols are independent of 

particular vendor hardware and underlying protocols. TCPIIP also provides 

a universal addressing scheme for all systems connected to an internet 

using these protocols. The DARPA protocols provide acknowledgments 

between the two end-systems communicating, rather than just between 

intermediate-systems which are physically connected. Also, the provision 

of application layer standards has facilitated the development of common 

applications [COM88]. A number of "standard" applications have been 

developed to utilize the services provided by TCP. These include remote 

file access and transfer (ftp), email (smtp), and remote login (telnet, rlogin) 

and many other applications. 

While not specifically matched to the OSI Reference Model, TCPIIP 

provides protocols covering the network layer and higher. At the lower 

layers a variety of communications protocols are available. Among the 

most Ubiquitous of these are the IEEE 802 (OSI 8802) family of standards 

for local area networking [COM88, TAN88]. These standards apply to the 

data link and physical layers and provide data link services (IEEE 802.2) 

which operate over several types of shared media communications which 

may be based contention free (token ring or token bus) or contention 

(Carrier Sense Multi-Access with Collision Detection - CSMA/CD) media 

access protocols. The CSMA/CD (IEEE 802.3) protocol arose from one of 

the earliest baseband networks called Ethernet, developed at Xerox in the 
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late 1970s [MAD89] and is still commonly referred to as "Ethernet". This 

protocol provides a 10 MHz baseband contention network and has become 

so widespread that almost all workstation class computers come standard 

with Ethernet interfaces. 

The token ring protocol (IEEE 802.5) provides contention free, 

deterministic access to the communications media. This protocol served as 

the model for the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X3T9.5 

Standard for Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) [MAD89]. FDDI 

operates with the 802.2 link control protocol. The 802.5 protocol operates 

at 4 Mbps while FDDI provides 100 Mbps. Some commonly used local 

area network protocols are summarized in Table 1.2. 

1.4.4.5 A TM and Sonet Technology 

It is becoming clear that the future of networking will be dominated by 

Asynchronous Transmission Mode (A TM) and Synchronous Optical 

NETwork (SONET) technology [SAR93]. 

A TM is a hybrid technology which combines the high bit rates of circuit 

switching with the flexibility of packet switching [SHA91]. Relative to the 

OSI Reference Model A TM provides physical layer functionality and as 

well as some data link layer functions. A TM is based on 53-byte cells and 

the transmission protocol incorporates asynchronous multiplexing and 

self-routed switching. Cells which are allocated to the same connection 
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may display an irregular pattern of recurrence as they are filled according to 

the actual demand, hence the "asynchronous" term [HAN89]. 

Table 1.2 Representative LAN Technology 

Protocol Type Access Medium Data Rate 
Control (Mbps) 

AT&TISN Time Division TDMA Wire 8.64 
Multiple Access 

(TDMA) 

IBM Token Baseband Token Wire 4 
Ring Optical Fiber 16 

IEEE 802.3 Baseband CSMA/CD Coax, Wire, 10 
Optical Fiber 

IEEES02.4 Broadband Token Coax 1,5 or 10 
Token Bus 

IEEE 802.5 Baseband Token Wire lor 4 
Token Ring 

FODI Baseband Token Wire, Optical 100 
Fiber 

A comparison between asynchronous and synchronous multiplexing is 

shown in Figure 1.12 below. ATM is being applied to both WANs and 

LANs and in the long-term it may be used universally for all traffic (voice, 

data and video) [ALI92]. 

SONET was developed at Bell Communications Research in the early 

1980s and has grown into a set of specifications supported by the American 

National Standards Institute [HOL92]. It is a synchronous fiber-optic 
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transmission system providing a hierarchy of trunk data rates which are 

listed in Table 1.3 below. These trunks can carry both synchronous and 

asynchronous tributaries. SONET provides extensive overhead bits which 

can be used for operations. These bits provide multiple overhead channels 

associated with the composite line signal and individual tributary signals 

rCA T92, APR90]. 
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Figure 1.12 Asynchronous vs. Synchronous Multiplexing 

SONET has been primarily designed as a transport concept and has been 

deliberately structured to make the technology as independent as possible 

of specific services or applications layered on tope of it. Under this concept 

SONET will provide the communications transport infrastructure for the 
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next three decades, just as the Tl (at 1.544 Mbps) and related catTier 

technology has provided the that infrastructure for the previous three 

decades [SAN90]. This infrastructure will allow software-based dynamic 

provisioning of the network; automatic fault detection and isolation which 

will decrease maintenance; self-healing network architectures; improved 

traffic management; and dynamic service and billing changes for service on 

demand. 

Table 1.3 SONET Line Rates 

Line Rate Mbps 

OC-l 51.84 

OC-3 155.52 

OC-9 466.56 

OC-18 622.08 

OC-24 933.12 

OC-36 1,244.16 

OC-48 2,488.37 

1.4.5 The Distributed Computing Environment 

In all of the areas described above great advances in capabilities have 

been made over a relatively short span of time. The common place 
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performance which is now available, coupled with the availability of 

powerful personal computers, workstations, and high speed LANs and 

WANs are changing the way users expect to interact with computers and 

information systems. Users expect to be able to reach beyond their desktop 

computers to a wider array of interoperable features, functionality and 

performance in a heterogeneous, networked environment. Communications 

networks, computers and operating systems provide only part of the 

solution. A distributed computing environment goes beyond simple 

communication between heterogeneous computer systems. It provides a 

wide range of computer services to applications independent of the location 

of the user, the application, or the required resources. This allows 

applications to provide users with more effective use of computing 

resources to accomplish real work tasks. Such a computing environment is 

now becoming available. 

The Open Software Foundation's Distributed Computing Environment 

(OSF®l DCE) is a comprehensive, integrated set of services that supports 

the development, use and maintenance of distributed applications. The 

distributed computing environment is based on a layered model integrating 

a set of eight technologies. The architecture of the model is layered 

bottom-up from the most basic operating system services, to the high level 

applications which are consumers. To those applications, the environment 

appears as a single logical system rather than a collection of separate 

1 ®OSF is a registered trademark of the Open Software Foundation. 
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selVices. OSF has reviewed many candidates and selected the best 

technologies to provide a fully integrated, coherent, and stable distributed 

processing environment base. This ensures the long-term usefulness of 

applications developed for DeE the architecture has been designed to 

accommodate new technologies as they arrive. 

Modem applications require a communications environment that allows 

information to flow from wherever it is stored to wherever it is needed, 

without revealing the complexity of the underlying network to the end user, 

system administrator or application developer. The physical complexity of 

the networked environment is masked by the architecture of OSFs 

distributed environment. The set of services can be used, separately or in 

combination, to form a distributed computing environment. The selVices 

are organized under the following two categories: 

1. Fundamental Distributed Services - Services providing software 

developers with the tools necessary to create the end user services 

needed for distributed computing. These services, described in Section 

1.4.5.1 below, include remote procedure calls, distributed naming 

selVice, time services and security selVices. 

2. Data-Sharing Services - Services which are built upon the Fundamental 

Distributed SelVices to provide end-users capabilities. These selVices 

require no programming on the part of the end user and are described in 

Section 1.4.5.2 

------------------- -----
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1.4.5.1 Fundamental Distributed Services 

The Fundamental Distributed Services provide the elemental set of tools 

and services for use by developers to build distributed environments and 

applications. Each service is described briefly in the following paragraphs. 

The aSF DCE remote procedure call extends the typical procedure call 

model by supporting direct calls to procedures on remote systems. This 

provides programmers with the capability to develop distributed 

applications with the same ease as single-system programs. Presentation 

layer services hide the differences between data representations across 

heterogeneous computers. 

To provide a single name space throughout the distributed environment, 

DCE provides a distributed naming service. This model allows end users to 

identify resources such as servers, files, disks, or print queues by name. It 

gives them access to those resources without knowledge of where the 

resources are located. Referring to resources by the same name hides 

changes to characteristics, such as network location, of the resources The 

naming service replicates critical data, to assure the availability of the data 

in spite of the failure of computer 'or networks hardware. Changes to names 

or their attributes are automatically propagated to all replicas. The results 

of initial lookups are cached by the naming service to increase the 

efficiency and speed of subsequent lookups of the same name. Naming 

service is also integrated with the security service to provide secure 
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communications and access control protection of resource infonnation. 

The OSF DeE naming service is built using the DeE remote procedure call 

services and can therefore operate transparently over a variety of transport 

services. 

OSF DeE provides software based distributed time to synchronize 

participating computers to a well known time standard. The time service 

software uses authentication and is layered on the remote procedure call 

services. The time service is provided for applications which require a 

single time reference to schedule activity and to detennine event 

sequencing and duration. 

A threads service supports concurrent programming to enable 

applications to perfonn many actions simultaneously. While one thread 

executes a remote procedure call, another thread can process user input. 

This service includes operations to create and control multiple threads of 

execution in a single process and to synchronize access to global data 

within a single application. Using threads services a single server process 

can handle multiple clients simultaneously. Most of the distributed 

computing environment components use the threads service. 

Another component of DeE provides security service. This component 

is fully integrated into the fundamental distributed service and data-sharing 

components. The security service provides the conventional services of 

authentication, authorization, and user account management. This service 
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incorporates an authentication service that validates user or service 

identities to prevent servicing of fraudulent requests. An authorization 

facility provides applications with the tools they need to determine whether 

a user should have access to specific resources, and also provides simple 

and consistent methods for the management of access control information. 

The user registry assures user names and passwords are unique across the 

distributed network of systems and services. It also controls the accuracy 

and consistency of this information, and provides security for updates and 

changes. 

1.4.5.2 Data Sharing Services 

Data-Sharing Services in the OSF Distributed Computing Environment 

are built upon the Fundamental Distributed Services. Once integrated with 

the operating system, they provide end users and developers with key 

functionality without the need for additional programming. 

The DCE distributed file system provides global file access by joining 

the file systems of individual workstations and providing a consistent 

interface. Like the file systems which will be described in Section 2.1 the 

OSF DCE distributed file system uses the client/server model. The file 

system gives users a uniform name space, file location transparency, and 

high availability. It uses a log-based physical file system to support quick 

recovery after server failures. Files and directories are replicated across 

several machines to provide reliable file access and availability. Security is 
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provided through the use of a secure RPC service and access control lists. 

The distributed file system appears to the user as a local file system, 

providing access to files from anywhere in the network for any user, with 

the same filename used by all. Copies of currently used files are cached on 

the local workstation to allow access to these files without requiring 

network access to retrieve them from a file server. 

The OSF distributed computing environment also provides a personal 

computer integration service allows end users on minicomputer, mainframe 

and personal computers the capability to share files, peripherals and 

applications. 

1.4.5.3 DeE and other distributed systems 

The OSF distributed computing environment is a very new software 

system and still under development. The OSF describes DCE as the first 

fully-integrated distributed environment [OSF91]. Through an open 

process of review and selection DCE incorporates leading technology from 

many leading companies in the worldwide computer industry. The primary 

difference between DeE and many of the network file systems and 

distributed systems described in Section 2.2 is that DCE provides operating 

system and network independence. This is accomplished by layering the 

distributed computing environment on top of the host operating system. 

Most of the other file systems discussed in Chapter 2 are more tightly 

integrated into the operating system, or are defined in the context of new 
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distributed operating systems. 

Several components of DCE are implemented using object-oriented 

design. Internally these components represent the entities that they store as 

objects manipulated by means of the X/Open Object Management 

application programming interface. This interface supports many of the 

features and facilities specified by the Common Object Request Broker 

Architecture (CORBA). However, these facilities are not made available to 

the end user. Object oriented design is discussed further in Section 2.3 

below. 
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CHAPTER 2 CURRENT PARADIGM OF INTEGRATION 

Providing file access across interconnected computers requires 

integration of operating system, file system and network communications 

functionality. There are several general methods of providing remote file 

system access which are based on vertical integration of the individual 

functions. This chapter discusses these general methods and the underlying 

paradigm of vertical integration which is common to all of them. 

2.1 Network File Systems In Local Operating Systems 

It is common to provide distributed access to infonnation (a distributed 

file system) without provided a fully distributed computing environment. 

The facilities available for distributing files span a wide range. Simple 

network file access systems allow remote login, email or file transfer, but 

the user must know the physical location of files. These systems are 

common in low end systems. Network file server systems are among the 

most common implementation of the currently used paradigm [SAT90]. 

These systems are may be referred to as distributed network file servers and 

are often based on the client/server model of computing. This type of 

distributed file system is widely used in networks of workstations. These 

systems are geared toward providing file sharing rather than file system 

sharing [AND90]. 

----------------- --... ----
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Shared distributed file systems attempt to achieve fully distributed and 

transparent file system. This type of file system provides location 

transparency. The shared file system provides an emulation of the 

additional capability to spread a single file across the network using 

network space files. A network space file is the union of files on separate 

cooperating network nodes which have the identical filename and directory 

structure. This collection of files is then treated by the shared file system as 

being the same file. The shared file system does not add levels of 

hierarchy, but rather allows file systems to be overlaid on top of each other. 

The individual file systems of each cooperating node are coordinated into a 

single large network file system. The following discussion will consider 

network file server systems. 

2.1.1 General Architecture 

The paradigm on which file systems are based place the file system in 

the application layer of the OSI model, as shown in Figure 2.1. In this way 

the organization and structure of the file system is highly independent of 

the organization and structure of the network communications system. This 

model is consistent with existing file systems and generally provides a 

"mount" point at which the remote file systems, with an identical structure, 

fits into the hierarchy of the local file system. We can view this as "vertical 

coupling" since the file system functional layers sit at the application layer, 

on top of the communications protocol stack. 
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Figure 2.1 Vertical Coupling 

2.1.2 Example Network File System 

There are several commonly used distributed network file server 

implementations in use. One of the most widely used is the Sun Network 

File System (NFS). NFS provides access to remote file systems while 

keeping the physical location of the remote file system transparent to the 

user. An external data representation (XDR) is used to keep the format of 

data machine independent. XDR specifies a standard set of encodings for 

all files and also provides for procedures used to convert files to and from 

the appropriate binary encoding for each particular system [FOL92]. NFS 

also maintains Unix file system semantics. NFS uses a client/server 

architecture in which a individual system may be both a client and a server. 
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While NFS does provide a high degree of transparency, a user or system 

administrator must manage the mounting of file system sub-trees at each 

client node [AND90]. The architecture of NFS is shown in Figure 2.2. 

TCP 
IP 
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TCP 
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XFS = Virtual File SYstem 
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Figure 2.2 Network File System 

2.2 File Systems In Distributed Operating Systems 

Distributed computing systems have been defined by five properties 

[SIN91]. These are: 

1. Multiple physical and logical resources which can be dynamically 

allocated. 

----------------~ ... _---
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2. Physical distribution of these resources, interconnected by a 

communications network. 

3. Unifications and integrated control of the resources by a high level 

operating system. 

4. System wide transparency which allows resources to be accessed by 

name. 

5. Operation of the distributed resources III an autonomous, but 

cooperative manner. 

Distributed computing aims to provide higher perfonnance, better 

reliability and improved access to geographically dispersed infonnation. 

Distributed computing systems may be tightly coupled, as in the case of 

Multiprocessor systems, or loosely coupled as in the case of networks of 

autonomous computer systems. This discussion will consider only loosely 

coupled systems. 

Both distributed computing systems, and network file systems allow 

users on a local computer to access data on a remote computer as if it were 

stored locally. That is, it is transparent to the user (ideally) that remote files 

are any different from local files. In the case of a distributed computing 

system the execution of user programs may also take place on a remote 

system, in a manner transparent to the user. 
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2.2.1 General Architecture 

While there are many approaches to constructing distributed file systems 

there are a small number of basic mechanisms used to build current 

implementations. The basic mechanisms are: Mount points, Client caching, 

Hints, Bulk data transfer, Encryption, and Replication [SA T90]. The 

mount point mechanism, from Unix, provides a natural hook on which to 

hang remote subtrees. Clients may individually mount subtrees from 

different servers, however this does not ensure that every client sees the 

same shared name space. Alternatively, mount point information may be 

embedded in the server to ensure that all clients see that same shared name 

space. Caching of data at clients is the primary feature which enables 

reasonable performance of distributed file systems in an environment in 

which network transfers are much slower than local disk transfers. An 

important factor involved in caching is the size of the cached units. Many 

distributed file systems cache individual pages of files, while some cache 

entire files. Hints are used to "guess" file location information and consist 

of information which increases performance if correct, but do not have a 

negative impact if incorrect. A very common use of hints is for file 

location information. Network protocol processing is generally cited as the 

cause of much of the latency in distributed file systems. Bulk transfers 

reduce the effective protocol overhead. Encryption is used necessary for 

enforcing security in distributed file systems. Replication provides a high 

availability of data at multiple servers. Replication also provides faster file 
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access for users on separate machines in environments where the network is 

slow. However, replication introduces consistency problems when an 

update of file information is involved [HAC92]. 

2.2.2 Examples of Network/Distributed Operating Systems 

One example of a distributed system is the AMOEBA system 

implemented by Tanenbaum at Vrije University in Amsterdam [T AN90, 

MUL90]. AMOEBA is a fully distributed operating system which include 

distributed file system services. The system consists of a pool of 

processors, specialized servers (e.g. a File Server) and graphics terminals 

[DOU91]. In AMOEBA the file system is a single entity which spans the 

entire system. Files which are logically in the same directory may 

physically reside on different machines. There is no requirement to mount 

remote file systems, or do file transfers from a file server. Unlike the 

Network File Servers described above a files position in the directory 

hierarchy is not related to the file's location. On interesting point in the 

AMOEBA system is that the principal file operations are read_file and 

create_file. That is, the file is accessed as a whole and files are stored in 

one contiguous piece, rather than as a collection of blocks as in the Unix 

file system. When a file is cached in memory, the entire file is cached. This 

provides for very efficient movement of files to/from disk. However, there 

is still a concept of servers and clients. When a server is retrieving a file 

from disk for a client the process uses Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). 
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Figure 2.3 Sprite Filesystem 

Another distributed operating system is the Sprite Network Operating 

System [OUS88]. Sprite provides full name transparency in which access 

to remote files does not require any additional specification of information 

in the filename. There is a single file hierarchy accessible to all processors 

in the system. The Sprite file systems appears as a single hierarchy but in 

reality this hierarchy is divided up into domains. Each domain may reside 

on a different machine. As compared to the Unix file system, this hierarchy 

can be viewed as a collection of trees (domains) with some domains 

"mounted" at leaf nodes of other domains. This structure is illustrated in 

Figure 2.3. Sprite also provides a feature not found in distributed file 

systems such as NFS; access to remote I/O devices. Like Unix, I/O devices 
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are treated as special files. However, unlike UNIX, Sprite allows processes 

to access any device, regardless of location. Yet, even though Sprite 

provides full network transparency, the underlying file structure still 

maintains the same type of architecture as the Unix file system. There is a 

client/server interaction supported by RPC. The kernel of a client host 

detelmines the appropriate server for a file by using a associative lookup 

table. The client passes the full pathname of the file to the server and the 

server returns a "handle" which the client can then use to access the file. 

The file I/O operations are handled by the same server that looked up the 

filename for the client. Sprite enhances file system performance by caching 

file data on client workstations. This allows many file operations to take 

place without requiring network transfers [NEL88] This compatibility with 

the Unix file system has allowed Sprite to become useful in real-world 

computing. 

Sprite and AMOEBA differ in the way that they store files. In Sprite, 

files are stored in blocks which are not required to be contiguous. File data 

is transferred between servers/clients in blocks of 4K bytes. In AMOEBA, 

all files are stored contiguously on disk. File data is transferred in units 

determined by the underlying RPC mechanisms buffer size. No caching 

takes place on clients, so that each read/write operation must result in a 

network transfer. 

These file systems provide a great deal more distributed file access than 

--- ------------------ -----
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Unix and NFS, however their architecture still reflects a vertical coupling 

with the network communications system. Both Sprite and AMOEBA 

were designed beginning in the early 1980's and their design reflects the 

less powerful processing capabilities and lower network communication 

rates prevalent at that time. 

2.3 Object Orientation 

As mentioned above the client/server based model, supported by remote 

procedure calls, has been the most pervasive model for organizing 

distributed file systems. In this model a number of distributed server 

processes offer various services across the network to client processes. 

Interprocess communications mechanisms such as the remote procedure 

call are used by the servers to provide clients with access to system services 

(e.g. file system services). Difficulties with managing client/server oriented 

systems as distributed information systems grow larger and more complex 

have led to research on new techniques. A natural step forward from 

client/server technology appears to be object-oriented distributed 

computing. An important step in this evolution is the definition of a 

minimal set of object technology required for interoperability. In this area 

the emerging de facto standard appears to be CORBA. CORBA specifies 

an architecture for distributed object management. The specification 

provides five interfaces which depend on the object-request broker, giving 

applications and objects access to the architecture's functions. CORBA's 

------------ .------.-_. -
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object model has five key features [NIC93]. 

1. Objects - Indentifiable, encapsulated entities providing one or more 

services which a client may request. 

2. Requests - A mechanism by which clients request other objects' 

services. 

3. Types - Used to classify objects according to shared characteristics. 

4. Interfaces - Specify the operations which can be requested of an object. 

5. Operations - These are named entities denoting services which can be 

requested. 

Object orientation originated in the domain of computer programming 

languages where it was developed to reduce the cost and complexity of 

software specification and development. The classical definition of object 

orientation defined object orientation a combination of object, classes and 

inheritance. A more generalized definition more appropriate for distributed 

systems has been suggested [BLA90]: 

Object-oriented = encapsulation + abstraction + polymorphism 

In this definition "encapsulation" is the combination two aspects: 

grouping of object state and operations, and hiding of data by restricting 

access to the object state to a well defined interface. "Abstraction" refers to 

the ability to group associated entities according to common properties. 
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Abstraction reduces the complexity of a problem by separating out 

unnecessary details. Finally, "polymorphism" is the ability of abstractions 

to overlap and interact. In the object oriented language C++ polymorphism 

is implemented by way of inheritance. Inheritance is the property by which 

objects of one class, the child, acquire all the relevant features of the 

objects of another class, the parent [RIN92]. 

Object orientation takes place at a higher level of abstraction than this 

dissertation research addresses. The abstraction and hiding of infonnation 

provided by the object oriented approach simplifies complex coding and 

data management problems. However, systems to apply these concepts are 

implemented on top of traditional operating system and file system 

functions. The client/server architecture using remote procedure calls still 

provide the underlying services for infonnation storage and 

communications. 
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CHAPTER 3 A NEW PARADIGM OF INTEGRATION 

In the previous chapter several methods for providing remote file access 

were reviewed. Each of these methods can be placed in the same paradigm 

in which the separate functionalities of the file system and the network 

communications system are integrated vertically. This chapter describes 

the conceptual foundation for a new paradigm in which those 

functionalities are horizontally integrated. Developing this new paradigm 

requires several steps. The initial process is to apply an OSI-like layering 

concept to the existing file system, recognize the vertically integrated 

nature of the relationship between the file system and the communication 

system. This process is discussed in the following section. Finally, by 

viewing the file system functional layers as protocol entities the conversion 

from a vertically integrated paradigm to a horizontally integrated paradigm 

can be completed. These steps are described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. 

3.1 Layered File System Functionality 

In order to develop a new paradigm we must take an alternate view of 
r 

the file system. The first step is to view the translation functions of the file 

system, as described in Section 1.4.3.1, as a layered set of protocol 

functions (see Figure 1.8). Each layer provides a service, in this case 

translation and mapping from logical to physical, to the layers above. The 

functional layers of the file system map very well onto the OSI reference 

-------------------------
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model. 

The next step in our alternate view is to bring the file system protocol 

stack down along side the network communications protocol stack, rather 

than sitting it on top in the application layer, as shown in Figure 3.1. In this 

orientation we can view the application as being equivalent to a gateway 

between different protocol stacks. The application performs the translation 

between data formats in the two protocol stacks similar to the wayan 

internet gateway provides protocol translation between two network 

protocols. This representation can still be considered as an example of 

vertical coupling since information vertically traverses the network 

communications protocol stack up to the application, is converted and then 

vertically traverses the file system protocol stack. The two protocol stacks 

are still coupled at the application layer. 

---, 
~_~~~s~e~t~U~p~A~cc~e~ss~p~r~oc~e~d~ur~e~s~~~_,_!!~~~~~~~~ ______ ~ 
" I i, _ Block/Deblock 

,: ~I~~~~~~~~~~~~ , 
Manage Buffers TRANSPORT LAYER ' 

, ' 
, Parse Logical Block Numbers ' 
~--~ .. ~~annnBBmm~ ...... ~------------------~ 

Schedule 110 Requests 

Establish Communications Path 
NETWORK LAYER 

~--~~nn~~"~~nD~~"~---_______________ _ 
: Logical/Physical Block Mapping DATA LINK LAYER 
---~!!'!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!f!!!!~~~~~~------------------, , Control Device Actions PHYSICAL LAYER 

~--~----------------------~-------------------
Figure 3.1 Mapping File System Functions 

---------_ ... __ .--_. 
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To take the final step in the path to a new paradigm we must integrate 

the file system into the network communications protocol stack 

horizontally at each protocol layer, allowing the file system protocol layers 

to directly access the functions of the communications protocols and vice 

versa. This process is described in Section 3.3 below. 

3.2 File System Protocol Entities 

In a layered protocol, the functions which are specified to take place at 

each layer are perfonned by protocol "entities". So too, when the file 

system is layered and mapped into a protocol stack the concept of entities 

which perfonn the functions appropriate to each layer can be applied. 

These entities can interact directly with the network protocol entities at the 

same layer. They can utilize the services provided by both network and file 

system protocol entities in the layer below. They can also provide services 

which can be utilized by network or file system protocol layers in the layer 

immediately above. This is horizontal integration. 

The goal of horizontal integration is to eliminate the need for full 

vertical traversal of two protocol stacks in order to implement network file 

system activity. The greatest reduction in protocol overhead is 

accomplished when the two systems are integrated to the lowest layer 

possible. 

The reduction in protocol traversal is illustrated in Figures 3.2 below. In 

------------ --------- -
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that figure, file activity from the application process results in the access of 

a remote file. In the vertically integrated file system shown at the top of 

Figure 3.2 message data traverses the full network protocol stack on the 

local host, the network protocol stack of the remote host and the local file 

system of the remote host. The retrieved data traverses the same path. In 

the horizontally integrated file system at the bottom of the figure, the same 

request jumps from the network protocol to the file system protocol at the 

data link layer. 
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Figure 3.2 Horizontal vs. Vertical Integration 

3.3 Integration of the File System and the Network 

With this paradigm of horizontal integration, file system functions at 
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each protocol layer are petfonned by protocol entities which communicate 

with the layer entities above and below. In addition, the file system 

protocol entities may communicate with communications system protocol 

entities at the same layer. There is now no need for data to fully traverse 

both protocol stacks vertically to move from the network to local storage. 

It is important to note that such an integration does not violate the 

principles of layered functionality, or peer-to-peer communication, which 

are established by the OSI Reference Model. In horizontal integration, the 

integration of file system and communications system entities at each layer 

simply allows horizontal interfacing between those entities at equivalent 

layers of functionality. Communication across the network still takes place 

between peer entities and there is no mixing of functionality or skipping of 

intennediate layers. 

In the paradigm of vertical integration, the file system uses the services 

or functions provided by the communication system, yet remain 

independent of that system. This provides easier porting when changing 

the underlying communications structure. The penalty is inefficiency in 

vertically traversing two protocol stacks, that of the file system and that of 

the network communications system, during operation. There is an 

advantage in horizontally integrating the two system at peer levels of 

functionality in that it is possible to gain efficiency in operation by reducing 

protocol overhead. However, one disadvantage of the approach is that 
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integrating new communications protocols becomes more difficult. 

However, the incorporation of new different protocols is a task that occurs 

fairly infrequently. 

Horizontal integration can be considered to take place in two different 

ways. The more general method is to allow the protocol entities of the 

respective systems to remain independent but interface to each other 

directly at equivalent layers of functionality. This method simplifies the 

complication of adapting to either new communications protocols, or new 

file system types brought up in the preceding paragraph. A less general 

method, which may be more appropriate in some instances, is to merge the 

entities of the file and communications systems into a single entity which 

knows how to support both systems. The single entity at each functional 

layer would be able to perform both communications system and file 

system tasks appropriate at that layer. While this method is less general 

and not appropriate for a fully portable implementation, it is well suited for 

fast prototype development and testing. This is the method used in this 

research work and the prototype implementation details are described in 

Chapter 4. 

3.3.1 Symbolic Name Space 

In the horizontally integrated file system there can be a single Unix-like 

namespace. Filenames appear as described in Section 1.4.3.2. The 

directory structure is a hierarchical inverted tree with a single root. There is 
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no requirement for a portion of the symbolic name to represent the host 

computer on which the file resides, or on which the file system is 

"mounted". There is not even a requirement for components of the physical 

storage to be associated with a "host" system in the traditional sense [see 

Section 6.3 for further discussion]. The distribution of parts of files over 

local and remote machines is transparent. 

This simplified symbolic namespace is made possible because the 

distribution of the file system is provided a low level. Just as in the current 

paradigm of file systems it is not necessary to identify the local physical 

storage component in the symbolic name of the file because the distribution 

of the file system on local storage is provided at a low level. The new 

paradigm of horizontal integration lowers the level of distribution and 

eliminates the need for mount points or knowledge about where particular 

subtrees of the file system reside. The result is a single, simple symbolic 

namespace transparently distributed across the various components 

participating in the distributed file system. However, some of the 

simplicity gained at lower levels is offset by an increase in the complexity 

of managing the underlying resources. This management is generally the 

function of higher layers. 

This simple symbolic namespace must be mapped to a Logical Name 

Space. The must support naming of all logical blocks which are part of the 

horizontally integrated file system in a way that does not conflict with the 
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global transparent nature of the symbolic namespace. It must also allow the 

integration of the network and file system to support the concepts described 

in Section 3.2 above. Given the desired simple symbolic namespace, it is 

important to consider some network issues for their impact on the design of 

the logical name space. 

3.3.1.1 Local Area Network Issues 

The focus of this research is on distributed file systems in the context of 

local workgroups made up of workstation class computers interconnected 

by a high speed local area network. In this type of environment the access 

time, using current generations of workstations and networks, can provide 

reasonable response times even when every logical block access may 

potentially require a message transfer across the network. The 

demonstration of that this is a reasonable assumption lies in the success of 

network file systems such as NFS. 

In a a local workgroup environment the pathway of access through the 

protocol stack follows that shown in Figure 3.2. In this it is necessary that 

the logical name space be designed in such a way that a component of the 

logical block number provides infonnation which can be used by the data 

link layer (layer 2) of the network system to access a block stored on a 

remote system. And in fact, it may be that different system in the 

workgroup utilize different subnetwork layer protocols to communicate. 

Therefore this component of the logical block number must also support 
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different local area network protocols. 

3.3.1.2 Internetworking Issues 

Although it is not the primary focus of this research, it is useful to 

consider the applicability of the concept of horizontal integration beyond 

local area networks. Beyond the local network the issues become those of 

internetworking, or the interconnection of networks (as opposed to the 

interconnection of computers provided by a local area network). Not only 

are the issues different, but the layers of the network system responsible for 

dealing with those issues are different. By considering these issues it is 

possible to detennine the impact on the design of the logical name space. 

Moving information between networks requires action by the network 

layer entity on a system which has connections to more than one network. 

In this case, the integration of the file system and network system at the 

data link layer, as discussed above, will not help. If as described in the 

previous section, logical blocks are named in such a way that there is a 

component which provides the data link address of the system containing 

the block, the data link layer will not be able to access the system if it is on 

a different network since no system on the local network will recognize the 

address. Or worse, if the addressing scheme on the two separate networks 

is such that data link addresses are not globally unique, the address may be 

recognized but may not specify the block intended by the global logical 

name. 
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If the logical name space is to transparently span network boundaries a 

component of a logical block number must be able to specify the network 

address of the target system. This requires horizontal integration at the 

level of the network layer. For this to happen, the network/file system 

entity at the network layer on the originating end-system recognizes that the 

network address component of a logical block number specifies a remote 

network and determines the appropriate gateway to use to communicate 

with the target end-system. The network entity communicates the logical 

block number to the peer network entity at the gateway by using the data 

link layer services of the local network. At the gateway, the data link layer 

will not interpret the logical block number because the message is destined 

for the network layer entity. The data link layer entity passes the message 

to the network layer entity. Once the network layer entity has the logical 

block number it can translate the network address part into a format 

appropriate for the remote network and send the modified network back to 

the data link layer. This time the message travels out a different network 

interface onto the remote network. At the target end-system the network 

layer recognizes the message as a logical block number and invokes the 

appropriate file system services. 

As with the local area situation, it may be that the protocols in the two 

network differ. In this case the network layer entity may have to do 

reformatting of file system related messages as well as address translation. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the path of data access for the situation in which the 
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3.3.2 Logical Name Space 
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In a distributed file system based on horizontal integration it is 
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necessary to provide a logical name space. This name space provides the 

structure for identifying individual blocks of data, regardless of their 

physical location in the distributed system. 

In the horizontally integrated file system there is the same concept of 

logical disk as in the UNIX file system. However, now this logical disk 

may span several devices and machines. The steps of translation described 

in Section 1.4.3.2 are still the same. However, in order to provide 

integration at the level of local storage, it is necessary to construct a method 

of naming logical blocks which provides a global pool of block numbers 

which can uniquely, and transparently name all disk blocks across all 

systems participating in the distributed file system. 

In existing local file systems logical block names consist of integers of 

16 or 32 bits. Since a file system is mounted on a particular single device, 

these block numbers refer to blocks on that particular device. In addition, 

for a network file system, the network protocols have their own name space 

of addresses which select a particular system in the network. To do this 

one must construct a very large logical name space that provides for the 

dual functions found in the separate protocol stacks of the current 

paradigm. This can be accomplished by using the format for naming 

logical block proposed in Figure 3.4. 

The proposed format provides a logical name space and allows global 

naming for blocks of data making up files. In this format logical block 
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3.3.2.1 Network Address Length Field 
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The first field consists of 8 bits and specifies the length of the variable 

length network address field. Since the logical block number has a fixed 

length, and all of the fields are of fixed length, this field informs the file 

system entity of how many bits in the network address field are actually 

used. 

3.3.2.2 Network address type field 

The second field is also 8 bits and specifies the type of variable length 

network address used in the logical block number. This is field provides an 

indication as to how the file system entity should interpret the network 

address field bits. The field allows 256 different address types. 
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3.3.2.3 Variable length network address field 

The third field contains the variable length network address. This field 

is 112 bits, of which the first n (0 < n < 112) bits provide a network address 

and the remaining 112-n bits are ignored. The interpretation of this address 

is determine by the type value in the network address type field. This 

variable length field provides a measure of decoupling of the logical block 

numbers with any specific network protocol and allows the concurrent use 

of multiple communications protocols. It is important to note that with the 

proposed structure as shown in Figure 3.4 not all ISO OSI network address 

formats can be accommodated. This is because the OSI format allows a 

maximum of 200 bits for network addresses. Accommodating the full 

range of OSI addresses is simply a matter of scale and would require 

extending the logical block number to 248 bits [18348,110730]. 

3.3.2.4 Device Selector Field 

The fourth field is 8 bits and specifies the local raw device for the 

named block. The total number of raw devices per host is 256. For the 

current experimental version of the file system this selector will be used to 

index a table of raw disk devices. The table will contain a pointer to the 

appropriate device driver as well as parameters to indicate the range of 

block numbers physically provided by the disk. 
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3.3.2.5 Device Block Number Field 

The last field is a 24 bit integer which specifies a particular block on the 

device specified by the fourth field. This field allows for up to 16,777,216 

blocks per device if logical blocks are the same size as physical blocks. 

Under the assumption of 512 byte blocks, this field can address about 

8.5GBytes. Coupled with the device selector field, each local file system 

entity can address approximately 2.2 TBytes. 

~~ 
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3.3.2.6 Name Space Capacity 

The capacity of the proposed logical name space to name a useful 

number of blocks is illustrated in Figure 3.5 above. The local portion of the 

logical name space provides for the addressing of 2.2 trillion bytes of data. 

By allowing over eight billion bytes per local device, this system 

accommodates the largest of todays disks, as well as those which should be 

available in the near future. Even if larger devices become available, they 

--_. ------------------ ... ~ ...... _ .. __ .. _-
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can be divided into multiple "logical" raw devices. 

The local portion of the space is named in up to 256 different network 

addressing domains. These domains have different sizes, depending on the 

bit length of their addresses. The maximum size of anyone domain will be 

when the network address has a bit length of 112 bits. In this case the 

domain can contain 2112 different hosts, each with 16 million blocks. This 

feature allows the simultaneous use of multiple network communications 

protocols even within a single file. It could also prove useful in facilitating 

distribution in the internetwork environment since it is possible to name the 

same physical disk block in different network protocols. 

The maximum size of the logical name space is obtained using a 

network domain which utilizes 112 bits. In this case, the name space 

consists of 224*28*2112=2144 logical blocks. 

3.3.3 Logical Files 

The horizontally integrated file system can be built using the same block 

addressing scheme found in UNIX. However, modifications must be made 

to accommodate the much larger logical block numbers. This impacts the 

file system by requiring larger inode structures and imposing a greater 

degree of overhead. A straight-across substitution of logical block numbers 

will result in an inode structure of around 324 bytes, about five times as 

large as the 64 byte structure found in the usual UNIX file system. A 
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perhaps, more inconvenient fact is that only one inode fits completely 

within a 512 byte physical block common to many disks. Reducing the 

structure by one logical block number, it is possible to keep the size under 

256 bytes and fit two inodes in a physical block. 

Another consideration on the format of the inode, is the impact on 

indirect blocks arising from the length of the logical block numbers. In the 

normal file system a logical block number is one fifth the size, and the 

triple indirect block provides the dominant factor so an inode will therefor 

be able to describe files about 53 times as large. For typical UNIX systems 

this means the size of an individual file can be about 2 million blocks. A 

straight substitution of logical block numbers, assuming we drop a direct 

block, will allow files of only about 16 thousand blocks. This still provides 

8 Megabytes for 512 byte blocks, but could be considered a substantial 

limitation. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the structure of the inode. 

In order to provide the largest number of blocks there is no other choice but 

to increase the number of indirect blocks, and additionally to add another 

level of indirection. This can be done in two ways. First, changing the 

relative numbers of direct, indirect, double indirect and triple indirect 

blocks as well as adding a quad indirect block. This requires five quad 

indirect blocks to achieve file sizes of the same order as conventional 

UNIX files. This also leaves relatively few direct blocks. The second 

alternative is to add a single quintuple indirect block. This yields a 

maximum file size about four times larger than a conventional UNIX file. 
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Figure 3.6 Altemative inode structures 

Some altematives for the inode structure are shown in Figure 3.6. The 

inode structure labeled A is the standard Unix format and allows about 2 

million blocks for a single file. The ten direct blocks allow efficient access 

to small files. This structure is well suited to small logical block address, 

but is not adequate for the large bit size of the logical block numbers 

required for horizontal integration. The structure labeled B attempts to 

accommodate large logical block numbers in two ways. First, there are 

fewer direct blocks. This will result in indirect access for smaller files. 

Second, an additional level of indirection is provided with a "quad" indirect 

block. This format is not attractive because it cannot match the size of files 

--------------- ~~-- ~~~--
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provided by the standard Unix inode structure. The structure labeled C 

adds a fifth level of indirection which alone provides for file sizes much 

greater than those of structure A. This allows additional direct blocks since 

multiple indirect, double indirect, triple and quad indirect blocks do not 

make a significant contribution. 

Of course, additional levels indirection incur a performance cost and 

might not be acceptable in environments based on older technology. 

However, in the emerging environment in which interconnected computers 

communicate at hundreds of megabits per second and processors operate in 

the hundred megahertz range, the overhead of additional indirection will be 

insignificant. The greater transparency and distribution provided by the 

logical block addressing described above is made possible by the greatly 

increased processor and communications bandwidth which has become 

available in this generation of computing machinery. 

3.3.4 Directories and Management 

The directory structure of the horizontally integrated file system 

presents a great deal of complication. While the symbolic namespace is 

very simple, and the transparency provided by integration at a very low 

level provides a good deal of simplicity from the perspective of an 

application, it creates a difficult task for management of the logical blocks. 

The distribution of logical blocks across many machines in the network 

introduces concurrency issues somewhat more complicated than those 
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faced by either local shared file systems or conventionally distributed file 

systems. 

As with other distributed system there are basically two alternatives to 

managing distributed information: centralized or distributed. A straight 

forward centralized implementation could use one or more master file 

server nodes which would maintain the namespace information and 

mapping, both for local and remote disks. Other hosts might have disks 

attached, but would not participate in the management of the namespace. 

When processes on these hosts access a file, the local file system entity 

would query the master file server for information about where to get the 

inode of the file. The master file server would also be responsible for 

resolving contention or conflict arising from accesses to file from multiple 

processes. This architecture is similar to that for some of the distributed 

file system methods described above. 

Distributed management of the namespace is the desirable goal but it is 

much more difficult to achieve. Distributing the namespace management 

and mapping functions requires a peer environment in which the file system 

entities residing on all of the cooperating systems are essentially equal and 

each have the capability to resolve filenames. In order to support this 

architecture a peer-to-peer protocol and close communication between file 

system entities is necessary to maintain a consistent state in the file system. 

The design issues are essentially the same as those involved in distributed 
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database management systems. 

----------------- ------- -
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

There are two primary methods which could be used to demonstrate the 

validity of the new paradigm proposed in this dissertation. These are 

simulation and prototype implementation. This chapter discusses the 

advantages and disadvantages of each method and their suitability to this 

research, followed by a description of the experimental work itself. 

4.1 Design Methods 

Simulation involves modeling both the current paradigm and the new 

paradigm, putting appropriate input data into the model, and comparing the 

output. Simulation is generally very useful when the development of 

hardware is required. The manpower, material and time costs of building 

prototype hardware is usually quite prohibitive. These costs also make it 

very difficult to explore a number of different design options. However for 

software systems, prototyping often presents essentially the same level of 

effort as constructing and testing a simulation model. 

Software systems are particularly good candidates for prototyping 

[WAL87]. For this dissertation research a prototype implementation 

consists of building a file system based on the new paradigm and testing its 

operation. Generally a prototype implementation is made for proof of 

principal and does not provide all of the potential functionality of a system, 
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but only the critical components necessary to demonstrate feasibility. 

Prototyping is the most suitable method for meeting the objectives set for 

this dissertation research. 

4.2 Scope of the Experimental Work 

In order to determine whether the new paradigm proposed In this 

dissertation is feasible some criteria must be established. Network file 

systems based on the old paradigm exist in many forms and have had many 

years of development and refinement by a number of researchers and 

commercial organizations. It would be beyond the scope of a dissertation 

to try to match that level of effort to investigate the feasibility of the new 

paradigm. More importantly, the feasibility can be investigated without 

implementing a full scale commercial quality version of network file 

system software. 

The key feature of the new paradigm is the horizontal integration at the 

lowest levels possible. The paradigm is increasingly divergent from the 

current paradigm as this integration is pushed to lower protocol layers. 

Therefore, if the new paradigm is shown to be feasible at a very low layer 

with either a simulation or prototype implementation of the basic functions 

of the file system at the lowest layer, it follows that a more sophisticated 

and comprehensive implementation will also be feasible. This is a 

bottom-up approach. 
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The data link layer is the lowest level at which integration may take 

place. Since the functions of this layer generally take place in the hardware 

of computer interfaces, investigating the feasibility of this level of 

integration could require simulating the hardware, or building a custom 

data link interface. The first course is somewhat unrewarding and the 

second is very expensive. However, it is also possible to implement 

prototype software which will be an extension of the data link layer by 

using very low level data link services provided by the Unix operating 

system. These functions could eventually be moved into hardware but will 

be much easier to experiment with if developed initially in software. This 

level of testing will also provide a more realistic test than simulation. 

Applications Services, File 'Io!rolnct'r>r 

Services, 

Figure 4.1 Scope of the Test Implementation 

----------------------_ .. -._._ .. - -
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The scope of the experimental work supporting this dissertation consists 

of prototype implementation of core file system functions to demonstrate 

integration at the data link layer. This core is illustrated in Figure 4.1 

above. File system functions of higher layers are implemented to a 

minimal extent necessary to provide basic file services to the test 

applications. 

4.3 Prototype Implementation 

The prototype network file system based on the new paradigm was 

developed on a set of four workstations under the OSF/1 and UL TRIX 

operating systems. UL TRIX is a Berkeley Software Distribution type 

UNIX variant, while OSF/1 is a POSIX compliant variant of the UNIX 

operating system. The prototype file system makes use of two low level 

services provided by the operating systems: 

1. Use of low level Data Link Interface (DLI) services to support the 

prototype file system. 

2. Use of "raw" (special) disk I/O services on disk partitions which are 

excluded from the normal Unix file system. 

The prototype file system was tested performing elementary file system 

functions discussed in Section 1.4.3.1. The specifics of the test 

implementation are described in the following sections. The hardware and 

software environment used for the test is described in Section 4.3.1. The 
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test application itself is discussed in Section 4.3.2. The file system services 

implemented in the test prototype are described in Section 4.3.3. The low 

level services used in the implementation are described in detail in Sections 

4.3.4 and 4.3.5. 

4.3.1 The Test Implementation Environment 

The prototype software is implemented to run under both the UL TRIX 

and OSF/1 operating systems. Components of the file system execute on 

two different models of workstations as shown in Figure 4.2 below. In the 

figure, three Alpha AXP 3000/400 workstations are connected to both 

Ethernet and FDDI networks. On these workstations the standard TCP/IP 

protocol stack can be configured to use either the Ethernet or FDDI. The Y 

file system entities can also be configured to use either the Ethernet or 

FDDI as well. 

The Alpha systems were each configured to provide disk resources for 

the prototype Y file system. The details of this configuration are described 

in Section 4.3.5 below. The Y file system entity executing on the Alpha 

systems utilizes these resources and the DLI protocol stack to provide 

distributed file services to the test application. The use of the DLI stack is 

described below in Section 4.3.4. 

Also shown in Figure 4.2, a DECstation 5025 workstation is connected 

only to the Ethernet and all active communications protocols (TCP/IP and 
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DLI based) use the same network interface. The Ethernet and FDDI 

networks are bridged at the data link layer, allowing the DECstation to 

communicate with the Alphas regardless of the configuration of the 

protocol stack on the Alpha. For example, with the Alphas configured to 

use FDDI for TCP/IP based communication the bridge allows TCP/IP 

packets to cross to/from the Ethernet and reach the DECstation. In addition 

to the Y file system entity, the test application program executes on the 

DECstation as well. This application uses the services of the prototype file 

system and is described in detail in the following Section. 

OECstation 5000/25 

Y Test App. NFS 

Y Entity 

ILl 
LLC 

TCP 

IP 

Alpha AXP 3000/400 

NFS 

Y Entity TCP 

DU 
IP 

LLC 
FDDI Ethernet 

... ... 

i'thernet Alpha AXP 3000/400 lOMbps 
NFS 

\ TCP Y Entity 
\ 

I , \ IP 
, , 
. , 
! FOOl ~ FDDI 

100Mbps;' 

I NFS , . 
I 

TCP Y Entity . , IP ,. .. U ... . , .. . , , , . 
FDDI I 

\ . I 
\ , , . ... 

Figure 4.2 Hardware/Software Environment 
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The relationship of various components of the prototype software and 

operating system components is shown below in Figure 4.3. The Y file 

system entity provides an interface to the application which is functionally 

equivalent to the standard UNIX file system interface. The Y entity 

horizontally integrates file system and network protocol functions 

according to the proposed new paradigm of integration. The Y entity 

interfaces to the low level operating system selVices at two locations. For 

communications the interface is through DLI (see Section 4.3.4), while for 

access to disk blocks the interface is through the device character special 

file (see Section 4.3.5). Each of the software components are described in 

the following sections. 

TEST APPLICATION 

Y services 

yopenO. yreudO. ywriteO. 
ylseel(O. ycloseO. ytcllO 

Y ALE SYSTEM ENTITY 

DLI COMM. SERVICES 

Figure 4.3 Relationship of test components. 

4.3.2 Test Application 

This is an application which uses the file selVices to open a Y file and 

perform typical file operations. It provides a simple command interface to 

------------- -------
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the user and a set of commands to perfonn read/write operations on a Y 

file. Operations may be based on the entire file, individual blocks, or by 

specific byte transfer sizes. 

File operations provided by the test application consist of moving data 

between the Y file and a UNIX file. The user may specify a UNIX file to 

be used to supply data to be written to the Y file, or to receive the contents 

of the Y file. This provides a simple method of verifying the contents of 

the Y file. First, a UNIX file is specified and its contents are written to the 

Y file. Then a second UNIX file is specified and the Y file is copied to that 

file. The "diff' command can then be used on the two UNIX files to verify 

that the Y file had stored the contents of the original UNIX file correctly. 

A distinct application program was used to create the Y file. This 

application detennined the number of blocks required for a file and 

associated indirect blocks and allocated the blocks from the available Y 

resources. This application built the logical file structure as it allocated the 

blocks and then updated the physical disk blocks. The last action 

perfonned by this application was to update the files inode block on disk, 

effectively creating the file. The allocation of blocks, both data and indirect 

blocks, was perfonned within a single procedure which could be easily 

modified to change the way the blocks were allocated from the various 

systems providing Y resources. Modification of the algorithim for 

distributing blocks across systems and the impact of those modifications are 

------------- .-_ ..... _ ... 
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discussed in detail in Section 5.3.5. 

4.3.3 Y File Services 

This is the integrated network/file systems software which implements 

the new paradigm. The prototype is linked with the Test application as a 

set of procedures. For a full scale implementation the file services would 

be built into the kernel. However, because the systems used for this testing 

are used for other applications, and adding experimental services to the 

kernel can interfere with those application, the testing was done with the 

file services as a set of callable procedures linked with the application. The 

file services software uses partitions on disk drives on several systems. 

These partitions were created when the original operating system was 

installed on the systems and were excluded from the UNIX file system. 

This allows the Y file services to coexist independently of the UNIX file 

system and provides a test environment for developing the services without 

requiring a full scale port of the operating system to work within the new 

file system. 

For Ethernet testing the applications using Y services execute on a 

DECstation 5000/25 RISC based workstation running UL TRIX, with no 

local Y file systems resources (i.e. disk storage). For 802.2 (on 802.3 or 

FDDI) testing the applications using the Y services execute on a DEC 

Alpha 3000/400 AXP workstation running OSF/I, with local Y resources. 

---------------------
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4.3.4 Data Link Interface (DLI) 

The DLI is a programming interface in ULTRIX and OSF/1 which 

allows direct access to the data link facility for communication with remote 

systems. The interface provides for data transfer over a local area network 

using either the standard Ethernet frame fonnat, or the OSI 802.3 frame 

fonnat. The relationship of DLI to other network protocols is shown in 

Figure 4.4. Like other protocols such as TCP/lP, the application interface 

is provided by the socket abstraction. The following section outlines the 

services provided by DLI. The socket application interface for DLI is 

described in Section 4.3.4.2 below. 

4.3.4.1 DLI Services 

The services provided by DLI at the data link layer include: 

1. Datagram service (SOCK_DGRAM). 

2. Logical Link Control layer (ISO 802.2 Class I, Type 1 Service). 

3. Multicast Address mode. 

4. Medium Access Control layer. 

1. Ethernet frames. 

2. 802.2/802.3 frames. 

3. FDDI frames. 
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Since DLI provides simple datagram service only, there are no higher 

layer services normally provided by protocols such as TCP/IP or DECnet. 

This requires the application using DLI to take responsibility for packet 

routing and guaranteed deliver, error recovery, flow control and data 

segmentation [DEC93A]. 

Socket Interface 

TCP 
DLI 

IP 

Ethernet 
802.2 

Ethernet 
802.3 or FDDI 

Figure 4.4 Relationship of DLI and other protocols 

4.3.4.2 Sockets 

The socket abstraction was added to the Berkeley Software Distribution 

(BSD) 4.1c release of UNIX and TCP/IP in 1982 [STE90]. Sockets 

provide an application programming interface (API) to communication 

protocols which is available to a programmer. The socket API provides a 

set of system calls, library calls, header files and data structures. Sockets 

support both the UNIX domain (for communication between processes 

executing on the same host) and the Internet domain (for communication 

between processes executing on separate hosts connected by a network). 

An application can use the system calls to access kernel-resident 
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communications protocols (e.g. IP). Sockets allow the development of 

applications which are independent of the underlying network protocols 

and hardware [DEC93D]. The relationship of the socket interface to the 

DLI protocol is shown in Figure 4.4 below. Sockets function as 

communications endpoints. Sockets are created by the operating system at 

the request of the application and are referenced by a descriptor which is 

similar to a file descriptor. The characteristics of the descriptor are similar 

to a character special device (see Section 4.3.5 below). The socket will 

only continue to exist as long as at least one process references its 

descriptor. 

Processes executing on the local system, or on a remote system, can 

locate a socket by specifying its name. The socket name is a variable 

length byte string which is bound to the socket by a system call and 

interpreted by the appropriate underlying communication protocol. 

Interpretation is specified by the address family. For Internet (TCP/lP) 

domain communications the address family is AF _INET and the name is 

interpreted as an Internet address and a port number. For UNIX domain 

communications the address family is AF _UNIX and the name is 

interpreted as a pathname. For use with DLI the address family specified 

when a socket is created is AF _DLI and the protocol specified is 

DLPROTO_DLI. 

Two processes which are communicating using the Internet domain 
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(such as processes using NFS or FI'P services) are bound by an association 

which is comprised of a protocol, local and remote addresses and local and 

remote ports. For two processes using DLI to communicate, the association 

is comprised of the DLPROTO_DLI protocol and local and remote data 

link layer addresses. No port number is required. These associations must 

be unique. 

There are several system data structures defined by the system to enable 

an application to use the socket API. Many system calls require a pointer 

to a socket address. The generic form of a socket address structure is 

defined in the <sys/socket.h> header file and is defined by the following C 

programming language statements: 

struct sockaddr { 
u_short sa_family; r address family */ 

}; 
char sa_data[14]; r up to 14 bytes of direct address * / 

The sa_family field defines the socket address family and for NFS or 

FTP applications the family used is AF _INET. For this family of addresses 

the 14 bytes of direct address are interpreted according to the following 

structures which are defined in <netinet/in.h>: 

/* Internet address (a structure for historical reasons) */ 
struct in_addr { 

uJong S_addr; r 32-bit netid/hostid, network byte ordered * / 
} 

r Socket address, internet style. */ 
struct sockaddr_in { 

short sin_family; r AF INET */ 
u_short sin.J)ort; /* 16.:£it port number, network byte ordered */ 
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struct in addr sin_addr; /* 32-bit netid/hostid, network byte ordered * / 
char - sin_zero[8]; /* unused */ 

}; 

For the Y file system the the family is AF _DLI. For DLI the generic 

socket address structure is interpreted differently, as defined in the header 

file <dli/dli_var.h>. The format of a DLI socket address is [DEC93A]: 

struct sockaddcdi { 
u short 
struct dli devid 
u char -

dlLfamily; /* address family (AF _DLI) */ 
dlLdevice; /* id of comm device to use */ 

union { 
dILsubstructype;/* id to interpret following structure */ 

}; 

struct sockaddr edl dli eaddr; 
struct sockaddCpdl dlCpaddr; 
struct sockaddr 802 

} choose_addr; -

/* Ethernet */ 
/* Point to Point */ 
dlL802addr; /* OSI 802 support */ 

Any single application can send and receive either Ethernet or 802 

format packets by using the appropriate substructures. The Ethernet 

substructure enables applications to communicate across an Ethernet. The 

802 substructure allows applications to use 802.2, 802.3 and FDDI 

protocols to communicate with each other. The choice of which protocol is 

used depends on parameters passed to the interface and which of the 

substructures are used in the sockaddr_dl structure. Fpr Ethernet the socket 

address substructure is: 

#define DLLEADDRSIZE 6 

struct sockaddcedi { 
u_char dlUoctlflg; 
u_char dlLoptions; 
u_short dliJJrotype; 
u_char dILtarget[DLLEADDRSIZE]; 

/* i/o control flags * / 
/* Ethernet options */ 
/* Ethernet protocol type * / 
/* Ethernet address of destination 



u_char dILdest[DLLEADDRSIZE); 

}; 
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system *1 
1* Ethernet address used to address 

the local system; DLI places the 
destination address of an 
incoming packet here to be used 
in the recvfrom system call. This 
address can be the system's 
address or a multicast address *1 

When written to use Ethernet, the Y entity uses the sockaddr_edl 

substructure to specify a 48-bit destination physical address, an Ethernet 

protocol type and an I/O control flag. For testing with Ethernet frames the 

Y entities used a protocol value of 600612 and a control flag of DEFAULT. 

The DEFAULT control allows the application to receive all messages of 

the specified protocol type. If no other application on the system is bound 

exclusively to the protocol type or the protocol type/address pair contained 

in the message, then the socket bound to the protocol type receives the 

message by default. 

To use 802.3 fOImat an application accesses the following socket 

address substructure: 

#define DLI_EADDRSIZE 6 

struct sockaddcB02 { 
u_char ioctl; 1* i/o control flags *1 
u_char svc; 1* service class for this portal *1 
struct osLB02hdr eh_B02; 1* OSI B02 header format *1 

}; 

struct osi B02hdr f 
u_char dst[DLLEADDRSIZE);1* destination address (where packet is 

going) *1 
u_char src[DLLEADDRSIZE];1* source address *1 



}; 

u_short len; 
u_char dsap; 
u_char ssap; 
union { 

u short U fmt; 
u -short I S fmt; 

} ctl; - -
u_char osi-pi[5]; 
u_char priority; 
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1* length of user data pu1802.3 header */ 
/* what dst SAP the packet is going to */ 
1* source individual SAP */ 

1* unnumbered format */ 
1* information/supervisory format */ 

1* 802.3 protocollD */ 
1* 802.5/FDDI Fe priority */ 

The 802 substructure allows applications to communicate using 802.2, 

802.3 and FDDI protocols. It can provide two basic classes of service: 

Class I, Type 1 service, and services supplied by the application using the 

802.2 protocol. The former class is identified as TYPE1 service while the 

later is identified as USER service. 

When written to use 802 format, the Y entity uses the 802 substructure 

to specify the destination physical address, the service class, the destination 

and source service access points and a control field. The destination 

address is a 48-bit physical Ethernet or FDDI address. For this prototype 

software the Y entity used the USER service class. In this class few 

services are provided by the protocol and must be implemented by the 

application. The destination service access point identifies the application 

for which the message is intended, while the source service access point 

identifies the address of the application that sent a message. The Y entities 

on each system communicate with each other and all use the same service 

access point, so the source and destination SAPs are the same. DLI 

requires that SAPs be an even number between 2 and 254. The Y entities 
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use SAP 248. The control field specifies the packet type. Packet types 

include: XID - Exchange Identification; TEST - LLC Data Unit Test; and 

Unnumbered Information. The XID and TEST packets require TYPEl 

service and are not used by Y entities. The Unnumbered Information 

packet type is used for all Y entity communications. 

4.3.5 Raw Disk I/O 

These operating system provided services allow access to raw disk 

blocks, bypassing the standard file system buffering. This access is 

referred to as raw (character) special file access. The character special file 

provides a raw interface that allows for direct transmission between the 

disk and the user's read or write buffer. A single read or write to the raw 

interface results in exactly one I/O operation. I/O operations must be done 

on full disk sectors (blocks) only [DEC93B]. 

Raw disk I/O was used in conjunction with partitioning of the disks on 

systems which provided disk resources for the Y file system. In Unix disk 

blocks (also called sectors) can be grouped together to form as many as 

eight disk partitions which are named by the disk device name and a single 

letter suffix from the set a ... h [DEC93C]. For example, disk rz3 will 

generally have partitions rz3a and rz3c in use, with the starting block and 

length configured such that between the two partitions the entire disk is 

spanned. The number and size of partitions vary between disks and can be 

customized for each system. Individual partitions contain data in formats 

----------- -_ .. __ ... __ .. - --. 
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determined by the file system structure. For this experimental work, three 

DEC Alpha AXP 3000/400 systems were used to provide disk resources. 

During installation of these systems, the partition on at least one disk on 

each system was customized to isolate 65K blocks from the OSF-l file 

system. The blocks allocated were those with the highest block numbers 

and they were collected into the h partition. The c partition was shortened 

so that it did not overlap the h partition. This modification isolated the top 

65K blocks from the Unix file system. This partitioning of disk space on 

one of the AXP systems is illustrated in the following text using a script 

showing an interactive session. 

Script started on Thu Jul 22 20:21 :47 1993 
% hostname ic5w.Radiology.Arizona.EDU 
%df 
Filesystem 512-blks used 
/dev/rz4a 126462 50488 
/dev/rz4g 792124 477654 
/dev/rz4h 810952 342728 
/dev/rz3c 740810 4 
% disklabel -r /dev/rrz3a 
# /dev/rrz3a: 
type: SCSI 
disk: rz25 
label: 
flags: 
bytes/sector: 512 
sectors/track: 62 
tracks/cylinder: 9 
sectors/cylinder: 558 
cylinders: 1492 
sectors/unit: 832536 
rpm: 3600 
interleave: 1 
trackskew: 0 

avail 
63326 
235256 
387128 
666724 

cylinderskew: 0 
headswitch: 0 # milliseconds 
track-to-track seek: 0 # milliseconds 
drivedata: 0 

capacity 
44% 
67% 
47% 
0% 

Mounted on 
/ 
/usr 
/usr/local 
/usr/ac1 



8 partitions: 
# size offset fstype [fsize bsize cpg] 
a: 131072 0 4.2B80 1024 8192 16 
b: 262144 131072 unused 10248192 
c: 766991 0 4.2B80 1024 8192 16 
d: 146437 393216 unused 10248192 
e: 146437 539653 unused 1024 8192 
f: 146437 686090 unused 1024 8192 
g: 439311 393216 unused 10248192 
h: 65536 766991 unused 10248192 
"0% script done on Thu Jul 22 20:22:50 1993 

# Cyl. 0 - 234*) 
# Cyl. 234*- 704*) 
# Cyl. 0 - 1374*) 
# Cyl. 704*- 967*) 
# Cyl. 967*- 1229*) 
# Cyl. 1229*- 1491 *) 
# Cyl. 704*- 1491 *) 
# Cyl. 1374*- 1491*) 
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In this script the "dr' command shows information about the UNIX file 

system. In particular, the file system "knows" about three partitions on the 

disk /dev /rz4 totaling 1729538 512-byte blocks. In addition, the Unix file 

system has 740810 512-byte blocks available on the disk /dev/rz3. Below 

this information in the script, the "disklabel" command has been issued to 

show the partitioning of the /dev/rz3 disk. The output indicates that 

partitions a and c are in use by the Unix file system (BSD 4.2) and that 

partition c completely overlaps partition a. Except for partition h, all of the 

other partitions are also overlapped by partition c. Partition h starts where 

partition c ends and continues to the end of the disk. It is indicated as 

"unused" because the operating system and file system do not "know" about 

the experimental Y file system. 

The Y file system entity running on the workstation on which the script 

was taken accesses the h partition of the disk using raw I/O. This is 

accomplished when the entity opens the disk as /dev/rrz3h. To the Y file 

system entity the partition appears as a separate disk of 65K blocks. An I/O 
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access specifying block 0 accesses the first block of the partition, while an 

access to block 1 accesses the second block, etc. 

4.3.6 Relationship of Y to the Operating System 

The services provided by DLI and raw disk I/O are built into the kernel 

of the operating system. For a full scale implementation the service 

provided by the Y file system entities would be built into the kernel as well. 

For this prototype implementation the Y file services are provided by a 

procedure library with which the test application is be linked. This is done 

to simplify the development and debugging of the software implementation 

and to avoid the potential disruption of the operating system. This is an 

important consideration because all of the systems involved in this work are 

used for other unrelated research. 

Since the services provided by the Y file system services are clearly 

defined, the only difference between a kernel implementation and a 

procedure library implementation is the method by which services are 

invoked across the interface boundary. In this prototype implementation 

the services are invoked by procedure calls, rather than by traps to the 

operating system as would be the case with a kernel implementation. The 

components implementing this prototype software, and their service 

relationships, are illustrated in Figure 4.5 below. 
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rite Blocl(s Y_Tapp.c 

Disk Ethernet 

Figure 4.5 Prototype Software Components 

4.4 Implementation Architecture 

The implementation of the file services requires a number for data 

structures which reside both on disk and in memory, as well as operations 

for manipulating those structures. The implementation architecture is based 

on the logical design described in Chapter 3. Within the limited scope of 

this test implementation the logical file system is realized using a logical 

block size of 512 bytes, matching the physical block size of all of the disk 

drives used in the system. 

The prototype software implements logical block numbers as described 
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in Section 3.3.2 and illustrated in Figure 3.4. A set of low level service 

procedures and macros provide for the manipulation of the component 

fields of the logical block number. The data structure defining the logical 

block number and macros used to manipulate fields are shown in the 

following code segment: 

1* Definitions related to the structure of a Logical Block Number ttl 
typedef struct { 

u_char devsel; 1* 8 bit device selector ttl 
u_char blk[3]; 1* 24 bit block number ttl 

} LCLBLK; 

typedef struct { 
u_char vna_type; 
u_char vna_len; 
u_char vna[14]; 
union { 

1* Variable Network Address type specifier ttl 
1* Variable Network Address length (bits) ttl 
/* Variable Network Address ttl 

u_long as_long; 

LCLBLK local; 
} acc; 

} LBN; 

/* Define LBN related macros ttl 

/* access device & block number as 
single Iword ttl 

/* access them as local block structure ttl 

#define geCatype(x) x ->vna_type) 
#define geCdaddr(x) x ->acc.local.devsel) 

#define get-physblk(x) I (1x)->acc.as_long) & OxffffffOO) » 8) 

#define geCalen(x x ->vna_len) 
#define put-phYSblk(X,y) (x)->acc.asJong)=( (( (x)->acc.as_long)&OxOOOOOOff) 

I (((u_long)y « 8) & OxffffffOO))) 
#define puCatype(x,y) !!xj->vna_type = (u_char)y) 
#define puCdaddr(x,y) x ->acc.local.devsel = (u_char)y) 
#define put_alen(x,y) x ->vna-'en = (u_char)y) 

The LCLBLK substructure is used to define the local device selector (or 

id) and block number in two different ways. For some operations it is more 

appropriate to treat the pair as a single 32 bit word, while for others it is 

necessary to access the individual components. The macros provide the 

• _____________ ..... ..- .. _,_, ..... "-'u._~ . 
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capability of load and extract the individual fields of the logical block 

number. For example, the put_alen(x,y) macro puts the value y into the 

address length field of the logical block number structure pointed to by the 

argument x, whereas the gecalen(x) macro extracts the current value of the 

address length field from the logical block number structure pointed to by 

the argument x. 

4.4.1 Storage Related Components 

The prototype software considers local disks to be "resources". 

Resources are physical disks which provide N blocks which are numbered 

from 0 to N-l. These block numbers correspond to the physical block 

number field in the logical block number format described in Section 3.3.2 

and shown in Figure 3.4. Each resource is identified by a resource id 

number which corresponds to the device selector in the logical block 

number format. In the test software, as implemented, each of three systems 

has a single storage resource with resource id of zero. Each resource 

provides 64K blocks (numbered 0 - 65535). This "physical" resource is 

actually the h partition of one of the disk drives, as described above. 

On the resource, the prototype system imposes a logical architecture, 

similar to the manner in which the standard Unix file system views a file 

system as logical structure. Because of the prototypical nature of this 

implementation, the logical architecture is not fully implemented. The 

logical structure imposed on a resource is illustrated in Figure 4.6 below. 

" ___ - ____ 0 ____ • ___ 0 ____ • __________ "_" ___ _ 

• 
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I Inode Blocks (N·C+!) Data Blocks 

Figure 4.6 Logical Structure of a Storage Resource 

The first block contains the resource table. This table provides 

information about all of the storage resources available to the Y file system. 

In the prototype implementation this resource table is simply a block of 

ASCII text describing the resources. The block is read by the Y entity 

when it is started up and the text parsed into a linked list of resource 

records in memory. The Y resource table for tests using FDDI (see Section 

5.3) appears as shown below. 

#Y-filesystem disk resource location table 
#Each disk in the file system maintains this table in 
#block zero of the disk (or partition). 
#modified 11july93 for FOOl 
#HOST ADDRESS DISKID DISKNAME BLOCKS 
sigurd 08-00-28-34-89-55 -1 none 0 
nivek AA-00-04-00-06-C9 -1 none 0 
ic5w OS-00-28-34-A 1-64 0 /dev/rrz3h 65536 
gudrun OS-00-28-31-S4-01 0 Idev/rrz3h 65536 
dx1 OS-OO-28-36-01-AE 0 /dev/rrz3h 65536 

Each line of the table is a record describing a Y resource. Each record 

indicates the name of the host, the network address (in this case an FDDI 

physical address), the id number of the resource, the device name of the 
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physical resource and the number of blocks provided by that resource. For 

systems participating in the Y file system but not providing resources, the 

resource id is set to negative one, the device name is set to "none" and the 

block count is set to zero. 

Once the Y entity reads the table into memory it scans the table for any 

entries describing resources provided by the local host on which the Y 

entity is executing. When a record is found the resource is initialized and 

prepared for use. 

After the resource table, the resource control blocks contain information 

about the specific resource. This information is used to manage the 

resource and includes information such as the number of blocks in use, the 

number of blocks allocated for use as inodes, etc. The data structure which 

defines the resource control block is defined by the following: 

typedef struct RES_CTL { 
union { 

} u; 

u_char whole[512]; 1* whole thing is 1 block */ 
struct { 1* working structure */ 

struct RES_CTL *next; 1* resource control block list pointer */ 
long modified; 1* modified flag (change to int for osf1 )*/ 
long size; 1* number of blocks in resource (change 

to int for osf1 )*/ 
long 

long 

long 
long 
long 
Res rec 

} c; -

bcount; 1* bitmap block count (change to int 
for osf1 ) */ 

istart; 

inuse; 
icount; 
iinuse; 
*rrp; 

1* block # of start of inode area (change 
to int for osf1 ) */ 

1* number of blocks in use */ 
1* inode count (change to int for osf1 ) */ 
1* number of inodes in use */ 
1* resource record back pointer */ 

} Res_ctl; 

---
• 
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Following the resource control blocks is a contiguous group of blocks 

which are used for storing inodes and indirect blocks. Each inode block has 

slots for two inodes, although the prototype software only uses the first slot 

for storing inodes. Since this prototype implementation is designed to 

prove the concept of horizontal integration of the file system and network 

system at a low level (specifically at the data link level) it was not 

necessary to exactly match or exceed the file size capacities of the standard 

UNIX file system. Therefore, the software was designed to use an inode 

structure similar to that illustrated as example B in Figure 3.6. However, 

instead of implementing the inode with two quad-indirect blocks, only a 

single quad-indirect block was provided. The additional logical block 

number slot was used to provide an eighth direct block. Indirect blocks are 

described below. This structure provides a capacity of 406908 blocks (or 

208 Megabytes). The inode data structure is defined as shown in the 

following code fragment: 

/* Define Y INODE Structure */ 
typedef struct { 

long blkcnt[2]; 
/* long blkcnt; 

u_char inuse; 
u_char magic; 
u_char pad[6]; 
LBN direct[8]; 
LBN indirect; 
LBN dindirect; 
LBN tindirect; 
LBN qindirect; 

} Y_INODE; 

/* # of blocks pointed to by this inode (UL TRIX) */ 
/* # of blocks painted to by this inode (OSF-1) */ 
/* flag to indicate inode is in use (non-zero => used) */ 
/* magic number to verify block is really and inode */ 
/* pad - other control info will come from here */ 
/* 10 direct LBNs */ 
/* 1 indirect LBN */ 
/* 1 double indirect LBN */ 
/* 1 triple indirect LBN */ 
/* 1 quad indirect LBN */ 

The inode structure is defined slightly differently in the UL TRIX and 

- -~~----- - -_.-_ .. _._. ---
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OSF-l environments due to the 64-bit architecture of the Alpha AXP 

systems. In OSF-l the C compiler uses 64 bits for a long integer, versus 32 

bits for a long integer in the UL TRIX C compiler. 

The remaining blocks on the resource are available for storage of file 

data. Some of these blocks are used by the file system for the indirect 

blocks (recall the illustration of the UNIX file structure in Figure 1.1 0). In 

Y, these indirect blocks each hold up to 25 logical block numbers which 

may specify either data blocks directly, or other indirect blocks depending 

on the level of indirect of the block. For a given indirect block in use one 

or more of the logical block number slots will contain valid logical block 

numbers. The structure of the indirect blocks is defined as follows: 

/* Define indirect block structure */ 
Typedef struct{ 

union { 
u_char whole[512]; 1* whole thing is 512 bytes */ 
LBN addrs[25]; 1* file system sees array of 25 LBNs * / 

} access; 
} V_INDIR; 

4.4.2 Naming Service 

In this implementation there is no directory structure. A Y file is named 

directly by the logical block number of the inode for the file. This was 

done because directory services are a higher level function and this 

prototype implementation focused on the feasibility of the low level 

components. Direct naming of logical block number addresses to represent 

filename is essentially a null mapping of logical name space to the 

......... - .... - ........ -.. --. -----------
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symbolic name space. 

When opened, the Y file is represented in memory by a descriptor 

structure which is used to hold the incore copy of the inode, as well as 

additional infonnation about the file. This structure is similar in many 

respects to the structure used in the Unix file system, but somewhat 

simplified because of the prototype nature of the software. The structure is 

used by the procedures at lower levels of the Y file system to provide 

services to the application. This descriptor provides storage for the socket 

descriptors used to communicate with each of the hosts having resources 

containing parts of the file. Since the prototype system only provided three 

hosts with Y resources, a fixed array was provided. For a more dynamic 

implementation in which the number of host might change, this structure 

could be modified to use a linked list for the "slist" and "resrc" fields. The 

file descriptor is defined as follows: 

1* Define Y open file descriptor */ 
typedef struct { 

short inuse; 1* inuse flag non-zero => struct in use */ 
short flags; 1* mode flags (not used) */ 
short nresrc; 1* number of socket/resource entries * / 
int slist[3]; /* list of sockets */ 
LBN resrc[3]; 1* list of resource addresses * / 
int position; 1* current file position */ 
Y _INODE mode; 1* incore inode */ 

} Y_FILE; 

4.4.3 Communications Components 

The movement of data blocks between systems is provided by using the 
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communications component of the Y file system entity. As described in 

Section 4.3.4 this component is provided by the data link interface (DLI). 

This component examines the network address fields of the logical block 

number to determine if the specified block is on a local resource or on a 

remote resource. For the currently implemented software the test 

application executes on a system which has no local Y storage resources. 

Therefore, the software as implemented always assumes that a block access 

is for a remote resource. 

The Y entities on two different systems exchange messages to transfer 

blocks. The cunent software implements a very simple stop-and-wait 

message protocol using logical block fetch and logical block store 

messages. For a fetch, the Y entity on one system has received a request 

from an application to fetch an logical block number specified by L. The 

entity extracts the network component of the logical block number and 

constructs an logical block number fetch request message which is sent to 

the Y entity on the remote system. The Y entity on the remote system 

receives the message and recognizes it as a fetch request. The entity then 

extracts the resource (device) id and block number from the logical block 

number passed in the message and fetches the block from the local resource 

(disk). The disk block data is sent back to the requesting entity using the 

confirm message. If the entity could not fetch the block it would send a 

reject message with the appropriate status indication. 

~ ~---------~---~- -------
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The operations for storing a block are similar to the fetch. In this case 

the Y entity on one system is instructed to store a block of data at a 

specified logical block number L. The entity extracts the network 

component from the logical block number and constructs a store message, 

copying the data block into the message. At the remote system the Y entity 

receives the store message and extracts the resource id and block number 

from the logical block number passed in the message. The Y entity writes 

the disk block data to the appropriate local resource and returns a confirm 

message. If the Y entity on the remote system can not store the data it 

returns a reject message indicating the reason for failure. 

The prototype software implements only the minimal set of functions 

necessary to move blocks among computers participating in the Y file 

system. The format of the messages are defined by the following data 

structure: 

r Define Y message types */ 
#define LBN REJECT -1 r REJECT AN ACTION */ 
#define LBN-FETCH 1 r FETCH A BLOCK */ 
#define LBN-STORE 2 r STORE A BLOCK */ 
#define LBN-CONFIRM 3 /* ACK AN ACTION */ 
/* Define logICal block fetch/store message */ 
typedef struct { 

u char 
u -char 
u-char 
u-char 
u-short 
LBN 
u char 

} Y_MESSAGE; 

type; 
subtype; 
status; 
flags; 
length; 
Iblk; 
block[512] 

/* message type */ 
r message subtype */ 
r message status * / 
/* message flags * / 
r message length * / 
r LBN operated on * / 
/* disk block returned */ 
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CHAPTER 5 RESUL TS 

Two test applications were used to perform a variety of accesses to a 

one megabyte file created in the Y file system. One of the application 

programs was used to create a Y file and was written to allocate logical 

block numbers in one of three ways from each of the three systems 

providing Y resources. The initial testing was done with round-robin 

allocation in which each successive block was allocated from a different 

system. This round-robin allocation applied to the allocation of indirect 

blocks as well as data blocks. This method of creating the file assured the 

maximum distribution of the file data among the participating systems. The 

other allocations tested after the initial testing are described in Section 5.3 

below. 

For all of the tests the applications were run under several conditions as 

described in Section 4.2 above. Changes in the test conditions included the 

use of different hosts for the application, different underlying network 

protocols, as well as the different allocation strategies mentioned above. 

It is somewhat difficult to compare the performance of the Y file 

operations to distributed operation such as NFS based operation. Since the 

comparison is of two systems based on different paradigms it is necessarily 

a comparison of apples and oranges. Recalling that the scope of this work 

is to demonstrate that it is feasible to implement the low level components 
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of a file system based on the new paradigm, it is not necessary that the 

prototype software out performs NFS. Certainly NFS has had the benefit of 

many years of development and improvement, and does not provide the 

same degree of distribution as the new paradigm. The feasibility of a file 

system based on the new paradigm can be validated by the existence of a 

functioning prototype providing minimal services, and by demonstration of 

performance on the same order of magnitude as that provided by existing 

distributed file systems, such as NFS. Without demonstrating similar 

performance a file system based on the new paradigm may be achievable 

but would not be likely to be acceptable to users. Both of the criteria have 

been achieved with the prototype implementation described in Chapter 4. 

5.1 Execution Scripts 

The script below shows a session running the Y test application on the 

DECstation 5000. Text indicated in bold face is entered by the user. The 

initial "Is" command shows the existing UNIX data file hand.pic which is a 

1 Megabyte image file. The command "Y _ Tapp" invokes the test 

application which opens the Y file named "<08:00:2b:37:89:cb>0.721 ". 

Script started on Sun Jul 25 14:17:11 1993 
# Is -I "'.pic 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root 1048576 Apr 1415:34 hand. pie 

# Y_Tapp 
inode at <08:00:2b:37:89:cb>0.721 
yopen => 0 

-- ----- --- .. --_._-----
• 
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The first operation displays the contents of the Y file's inode. The entry 

for the quad indirect block is zero because a 1 Megabyte file does not 

require the use of the quad indirect subtree. The block count (800) is 

shown in hexadecimal and indicates 2048 512-byte blocks. 

Select a file test operation to perform 
full file (F), block by block (B), 
multi block (M), position (P), display 
inode contents (I) or exit (E/Q) > I 
CONTENTS OF THE INODE 
blkcnt = 0000000000000800 
inuse = ff 
magic = 0 
Direct Block 0 @ <8:0:2b:37:55:5f>:0:10 
Direct Block 1 @ <8:0:2b:32:bc:ee>:0:10 
Direct Block 2 @ <8:0:2b:37:89:cb>:0:1 0 
Direct Block 3 @ <8:0:2b:37:55:5f>:0:11 
Direct Block 4 @ <8:0:2b:32:bc:ee>:0:11 
Direct Block 5 @ <8:0:2b:37:89:cb>:0:11 
Direct Block 6 @ <8:0:2b:37:55:5f>:O:12 
Direct Block 7 @ <8:0:2b:32:bc:ee>:0:12 
Indirect Block @ <8:0:2b:37:89:cb>:0:12 
Double Indirect Block@ <8:0:2b:32:bc:ee>:0:21 
Triple Indirect Block @ <8:0:2b:32:bc:ee>:0:238 
Quad Indirect Block @ <0:0:0:0:0:0>:0:0 

The next operation reads the contents of the Y file into a UNIX file and 

displays the time required for the operation. This time include the time 

necessary to open the UNIX file, read the Y file data into memory, write 

the data to the UNIX file and close the UNIX file. The subsequent "P" 

command repositions the Y file pointer to the beginning of the Y file. After 

repositioning the file, the "M" command reads 3450 bytes into memory 

.. --..... ------.. ---.. - .... --.-... --------- ---
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from the Y file. The yreadO function returns the number of bytes read and 

Error 0 indicates no error occurred. 

Select a file test operation to perform 
full file (F), block by block (B), 
multi block (M), position (P), display 
inode contents (I) or exit (E/O) > F 
enter read(Yfile->Ufile)/write(Ufile-> Yfile) Ufilename> read ydata.plc 
Transfer (including open & closing of files) took 7.000000 sec. 

Select a file test operation to perform 
full file (F), block by block (B), 
multiblock (M), position (P), display 
inode contents (I) or exit (E/O) > P 
enter desired file panter position> 0 
ylseek => 0 Error 0 

Select a file test operation to perform 
full file (F), block by block (B), 
multiblock (M), position (P), display, 
inode contents (I) or exit (E/O) > M 
read/write #bytes R 3450 
yread => 3450 Error 0 

Select a file test operation to perform 
full file (F), block by block (B), 
multi block (M), position (P), display, 
inode contents (I) or exit (E/O) > Q 

The following commands show the new UNIX file, created by the "F" 

command shown above, containing the data from the Y file. The "diff' 

command compares the binary information in the files and reports only if 

the files contain any differences. The lack of output from "diff' indicates 

- ---.- -~- ._-_. ------.-----. 



that the files contained equivalent binary information. 

# Is -I *.pic 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root 1048576 Apr 14 15:34 hand. pic 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root 1048576 Jul 25 14:18 ydata.pic 

# diff hand. pic ydata.pic 
#"D 
script done on Sun Jul 25 14:19:43 1993 

5.2 Initial Results with Ethernet 
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The results in Table 5.1 show transfer times moving a 1 Megabyte file 

with Ethernet. These tests were performed primarily to test and debug the 

initial prototype implementation and to get a rough order of magnitude type 

comparisons with NFS and FTP based transfers. For NSF the figures is 

obtained by copying a file from an NSF mounted file to a local file using 

the UNIX ""cp"" command. For FTP the result is obtained by using FTP to 

copy a file from a remote system to a local system. There are three results 

for Y file operations. All Y file operations consisted of moving data from 

the Y file to a Unix file. The first result, labeled Y, indicates the time 

required to copy the 1 Megabyte file using the initial working version of the 

software. The second result, Yprefetch, indicates the time required for the 

same operation after adding a five block prefetch to the Y entity. In this 

case, the Y entity reads five blocks from disk whenever it fetches a block 

and caches four. If subsequent operations reference one of those four 

blocks there is no need for a disk access. The last result, Yscached, 

represents improvement gained by maintaining the sockets used to 

-- ---------------- --'-"----~"~-- ,> ••• _-----, 
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communicate with each remote host for the entire time that the Y file is 

open. The original implementation obtained sockets dynamically for each 

transaction with a remote host, requiring a socket open, data transfer and 

socket close operation for each block access. 

Table 5.1 Ethernet File to File Transfer Times (1MB) 

NSF FTP Y Yprefetch Yscached 

3 Sec. 3.6 Sec. 11 Sec. 9 Sec. 7 Sec. 

5.3 Results using FDDI 

After the initial development of the prototype software using Ethernet 

on a combination of UL TRIX and OSF/l hosts, the software was modified 

to use 802.3 format packets. This modification allowed the prototype file 

system to use FDDI for the underlying communication. Because of a slight 

difference in the operation between using Ethernet packets and 802.3 

packets it was no longer necessary to allocate separate sockets used by the 

Y entity on the host running the application to communicate with other Y 

entities. This allowed the changes added for the Yprefetch trials described 

above to be removed and simplified communications setup. 

5.3.1 Porting the Application to OSF/l 

Since the host computer running the ULTRIX operating system does not 
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have an FDDI interface card it could not participate in FDDI based testing. 

This required porting of the test application software from UL TRIX to 

OSF/l. In addition, with the previous test the application program had 

executed on a host which contained no local Y resources. Porting the test 

applications to OSF/l meant that the application would run on a host which 

did contain local Y resources. This required modification of the Y entity to 

which the application was linked. The software was modified to allow the 

Y entity running with the test application to check each logical block 

number against it's own local resources. The entity does this by comparing 

the network address part of the logical block number against its own 

address. When a match occurs, the entity accesses the local Y resource to 

read or write the block, rather than using the network. 

During the port of the test application software to OSF/l it was also 

modified to provide more detailed timing infOimation and additional 

operations. To utilize the capabilities effectively, the software was also 

modified to allow file read/write operations to be iterated however many 

time the user specified. For each iteration timing information was gathered. 

The timing information used standard OSF/l system service calls which 

were incorporated into the software procedures which fetched and stored 

blocks. The modified code for the procedure which fetches blocks is 

shown in the code fragment following this paragraph. Two system calls are 

used. One is used to get CPU time and indicates the CPU time used in user 

mode and system mode. The other system call is used to get the real 

.. --.. ~-.. - .. --~.- ... --_ .. -._--_._---_ ...•.... . 
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elapsed time. Timing is taken in two different locations to get separate 

information about how much time is spent in fetching local blocks and how 

much time is spent fetching remote blocks. These calls get the current time 

at the beginning of the operation and again at the end of the operation. The 

difference is taken to compute the time spent in the appropriate part of the 

procedure and the delta time is added to a global variable which can be 

printed from the main application program. To illustrate the use of these 

system calls, the following code fragment shows the procedure used to 

fetch blocks. 

static u_char buff[4400]; 
struct tms Nstart_time, Nend_time, Lstarctime, Lend_time; 
double Ndtu, Ldtu, Ndts, Ldts; 
struct timespec Nstimer, Netimer, Lstimer, Letimer; 
long NtimerdifCn, NtimerdifCs, LtimerdifCn, LtimerdifCs; 

1* HANDLE A REQUEST TO GET A BLOCK*/ 
fetch_block( LBN *b, u_char *buff, int fd) 
{ 

int rsize, sock; 
static Y _MESSAGE *blkreq; 
res_rec *rp; 

if(rp 1= NULLH 
getclock(1, &Lstimer);1* Get start for real time */ 
times(&Lstart_time); 1* Get start for CPU time */ 
Iseek(rp->fd, 512*get-physblk(b), SEEK_SET); 
rsize = read(rp->fd, buff, 512); 
times(&Lend_time); 1* Get end for CPU time */ 
getclock(1, &Letimer);1* Get end for real time */ 
Ldtu += (Lend_time.tms_utime - Lstart_time.tms_utime); 



} 

} 

Ldts += (Lend_time.tms_stlme - LstarCtime.tms_stime): 
LtimerdifCn += (Letimer.tv_nsec - Lstimer.tv_nsec); 
LtimerdifCs += (Letimer.tv_sec - Lstimer.tv_sec); 
retu rn (rsi ze); 
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1* BUILD LOGICAL BLOCK FETCH MESSAGE FOR REMOTE BLOCK */ 
times(&Nstart_time); 1* Get start for CPU time */ 
getclock(1, &Nstimer); 1* Get start for real time */ 
blkreq = (Y _MESSAGE *)buffer; 
blkreq->type = LBN_FETCH; 
blkreq->subtype = 0; 
blkreq->status = 0; 
blkreq->flags = 0; 
bcopy(b, &blkreq->Iblk, sizeof(LBN)); 

1* MAKE SURE WE HAVE DLI SOCKET (AND SET to ADDRESS) */ 
if((sock = get-socket(b, fd)) < 0) 

return(-1); 1* ERROR RETURN */ 
if(sendto(sock, buffer, 512, NULL, &to, sizeof(to) < O){ 

fprintf(stderr, "failed sending FECTH: %s", strerror(errno)); 
return( -1); 

} 

1* WAIT FOR THE RESPONSE */ 
if((rsize = recvfrom(sock, &buffer(3], 1500, NULL, &from, &fromlen)) < O){ 

fprintf(stderr, "DLI reception failed: %s", strerror(errno)); 
} 
if(rsize > O){ 

blkreq = (Y _MESSAGE *)&buffer[4]; 
bcopy(blkreq->d.blk, buff, 512); 1* COpy THE BLOCK CONTENTS */ 

} 
times(&Nend_time); 
getclock(1, &Netimer); 
Ndtu += (Nend_time.tms_utime - Nstart_time.tms_utime); 
Ndts += (Nend_time.tms_stime - Nstart_time.tms_stime); 
Ntimerdiff_n += (Netimer.tv_nsec - Nstimer.tv_nsec); 
Ntimerdiff_s += (Netimer.tv_sec - Nstimer.tv_sec); 
return(rsize); 

- ~ -~-. -~~--.~~--.~~~----~.~ ---~------~--~----~~--~-~----~ .-.-~ . ~ .-.-~--~- ---~ ~----------.---
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5.3.2 Execution Scripts 

The following script file shows a sample run of the test application 

under OSF/l. As with the previous scripts, the bolded text indicates data 

entered in response to prompts from the software. 

Script started on Mon Sep 20 15:19:28 1993 
# .1V_Tapp 
myname=gudrun. Radiology .Arizona. ED U 
adding table entry for gudrun 08-00-28-31-84-D1 0 /dev/rrz3h 65536 
inode at <08:00:2B:34:A 1 :64>0.10 
yopen => O' Error 0 occurred. 

In the portion of the script above, the test application is invoked from 

the local directory. The first line of output shows that the Y entity has used 

system services to determine its hostname. This name is used to check the 

resource table for local Y resources. The second line shows that the Y 

entity found an entry in the resource table which was local. In this case, the 

disk /dev/rrz3h which contains 65536 blocks of disk storage. The entry 

also contains the FDDI physical address for the host. The third line the 

address of the inode for the Y file that this application will use, in this case 

the inode is on a different host, on device 0 at physical block 10. That the 

location of the inode is on a different host can be seen from the fact that the 

FDDI physical address part of the inode logical block number does not 

match that of the local host. In the final line, the application has invoked 

yopenO to open the file and the call has returned with no errors. The file 

has been opened. 

---_ .. - .... _-------_._--



Select a file test operation to perform 
Read full file (F), block by block (B), 
multi block (M), position (P), display 
inode contents (I) or exit (E/Q) > F 
enter read(Yfile->Ufile )/write(Ufile-> Yfile) Ufilename> write chest.plc 
enter number of repetitions: 5 
Y CPUtime NET 0.516667, local: 0.233333 sec. 
Y liD realtime = NET: 14.273280, LOCAL 5.900448 secs 
Y CPUtime NET 0.783333, local: 0.250000 sec. 
Y liD realtime = NET: 13.684176 LOCAL 5.744864 secs 
Y CPUtime NET 0.550000, local: 0.266667 sec. 
Y liD realtime = NET: 13.061264, LOCAL 5.743536 secs 
Y CPUtime NET 0.266667, local: 0.366667 sec. 
Y liD realtime = NET: 14.045072, LOCAL 6.105232 secs 
Y CPUtime NET 0.500000, local: 0.416667 sec. 
Y liD realtime = NET: 10.735680, LOCAL 5.663104 secs 
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In the portion of the script shown above, a write operation has been 

performed to copy a UNIX file into the Y file. The iteration count has been 

specified to repeat the operation five times. Timing information is broken 

up into four components by showing timing for both elapsed real time and 

CPU time utilized, then differentiating each of those times into the times 

attributed to accessing local blocks (LOCAL) and the time attributed to 

accessing remote blocks (NET). The CPU time measures the time that the 

Y entity software and system services invoked by that software were 

occupying the CPU. The real time measures the wall clock time and 

includes the activity of I/O delays and utilization of the CPU by other 

processes running on the system. 

Select a file test operation to perform 
full file (F), block by block (8), 
multi block (M), position (P), display, 



inode contents (I) or exit (E/O) > F 
enter read(Yfile->Ufile)/write(Ufile->Yfile) Ufilename> read junk.y 
fwrite => 1 
Y CPUtime NET 0.616667, local: 0.266667 sec. 
Y 110 realtime = NET: 3.951776, LOCAL 1.140944 secs 
fwrite => 1 
Y CPUtime NET 0.633333, local: 0.233333 sec. 
Y 1/0 realtime = NET: 3.987888, LOCAL 1.140944 secs 
fwrite => 1 
Y CPUtime NET 0.616667, local: 0.233333 sec. 
Y 1/0 realtime = NET: 4.124352, LOCAL 1.157312 secs 
fwrite => 1 
Y CPUtime NET 0.566667, local: 0.183333 sec. 
Y 1/0 realtime = NET: 3.977152, LOCAL 1.140544 secs 
fwrite => 1 
Y CPUtime NET 0.550000, local: 0.233333 sec. 
Y 1/0 realtime = NET: 3.949248, LOCAL 1.134688 secs 
enter number of repetitions: 5 
Select a file test operation to perform 
full file (F), block by block (8), 
multi block (M), position (P), display, 
inode contents (I) or exit (E/O) > Q 

#"D 
script done on Mon Sep 20 15 :57:30 1993 
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The portion of the script above illustrates invocation of the read 

operation, iterated five times. In this operation the Y file contents are read 

and copied to a local UNIX file. The timing measures are the same as 

discussed above for the write operation. 

Table 5.2 shows timing results for read and write file operations on a 

one megabyte file. In the table the times for local and network operations 

are collapsed into total time. The results shown in this table include no 

write caching, and a pair of five block read caches. The read caches, one 

._- -----_. ----. 
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for data blocks and one for indirect blocks, were implemented by reading 

the five blocks as five single block reads into a preformatted message 

buffer. This allowed the data to be sent without further copying of the data, 

but did not provide for the most efficient read operation. The results of 

these timing tests are also shown as frequency distribution histograms in 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The sample mean, sample standard deviation and 

sample variance are shown in Table 5.2 below. These statistics are derived 

from samples obtained from 50 iterations of the timing test. Note that the 

system services available for measuring the time differences are derived 

from clock ticks which occur sixty times per second. Therefore, the 

accuracy of the measurements is limited to one sixtieth of a second. 
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Figure 5.1 Frequency Histogram of Initial FDDI Read Test 
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Figure 5.2 Frequency Histogram of Initial FDDI Write Test 

5.3.3 Statistical Measurements 
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It may be useful to briefly review the derivation of these statistics and 

their meaning. The sample mean of a set of measured responses xl' x2' ... , 

xn is given by the following equation: 

_ 1 n 
x=-Lx, n. 1 1 

1= 

The mean of all responses in a population is called J.l and usually cannot 

be measured. The sample mean is used to estimate the popUlation mean. 
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The mean provides the location of the center of the distribution of 

responses [MEN73]. 

The most commonly used measure of variability is the variance. The 

variance is a function of the deviations of sample measurements from their 

mean. The variance of the set of measurements xl' x2' ... , xn is given by 

the following equation: 

The population variance corresponding to the sample variance s2 is 

denoted by (12. The value of the variance indicates the variation within the 

set of measurements and is useful in comparing the relative variation of two 

sets of measurements [MEN73]. For example, looking at the frequency 

histograms for read and write operations it is clear that the variation in 

timing measurements is much larger for the writes than for reads. This is 

confirmed by the variances indicated in Table 5.2 below. Some possible 

reasons for this difference are discussed in Section 5.4. 

A parameter closely related to the variance is the standard deviation. 

The standard deviation is obtained by taking the square root of the variance 

and provides a good indication of the variation for a single set of 

measurements. 
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Table 5.2 Timing on FDDI 

Y File Write Y File Read 
(seconds) (seconds) 

Total A vg. Real Time 19.91 5.19 

To!al A vg. CPU Time 1.11 0.86 

Real Time Std. Dev. 2.23 0.19 

CPU Time Std. Dev. 0.46 0.06 

Real Time Variance 4.97 0.036 

CPU Time Variance 0.21 0.004 

MAX Rcal Time 23.79 6.15 

MAX CPU Time 1.97 .99 

MIN Real Time 16.4 5.07 

MIN CPU Time .40 .74 

5.3.4 Enhanced Caching 

These results are slower than those for FrP based copies between two 

systems by a factor of 10 for reads, and a factor of 40 for writes. To 

identify the reasons for this performance difference two simple test 

program was written to measure the I/O rate for the raw disk operations. 

One version of the program reads a megabyte from the Y resource using a 

single raw I/O operation. The second program reads a megabyte from the 

Y resource using 2048 single block read operations. The latter program 

was approximately 13 times slower than the former, illustrating that the 

----------- ----------------------------
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simple single block reads and writes contributed to the poor performance of 

the Y file system. 

The Y entity implementation was modified to provide a much larger 

cache (64 blocks) for data reads. The size of the indirect block cache was 

changed to 16 blocks. The read caches operate essentially the same as 

before. When a block is requested, if that block is not in the cache it and 

the following 63 blocks are read into a large block buffer. The block is 

then copied into the message buffer and sent to the requesting Y entity. 

Subsequent requests for data block are checked against the range of cached 

blocks and if the block is in the cache it can be copied and sent with no disk 

operation. When ever a block in the read cache is written the entire read 

cache is invalidated. 

In addition to the read cache, a 64 block write cache was implemented 

with a very simple algorithm. Each time a write request arrives, the Y 

entity simply copies the data block contents to a write cache and updates 

infonnation about the cached blocks, then acknowledges the request. The 

data is not written to disk immediately. If a request arrives and the write 

cache is full, the entire cache is written to disk, with blocks collected to 

allow the largest possible writes. If a read request comes in and the block 

to be read is in the write cache, the request is satisfied from the write cache. 

Also, whenever a block is placed in the write cache, the read cache is 

checked to see of the block is cached there as well. If it is, the entire read 
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cache is invalidated. 

The modifications were made to the Y entity software and the same I/O 

tests described previously were run again. The results from these tests are 

shown in Table 5.3 

Table 5.3 Timings over FDDI with improved caching 

Y File Write Y File Read 
(seconds) (seconds) 

Total A vg. Real Time 5.54 2.30 

Totnl A vg. CPU Time 0.65 0.61 

Real Time Std. Dev. 0.38 0.19 

CPU Time Std. Dev. 0.37 0.04 

Real Time Variance 0.144 0.036 

CPU Time Variance 0.137 0.002 

MAX Real Time 7.88 3.00 

MAX CPU Time 1.47 0.68 

MIN Real Time 5.22 2.17 

MIN CPU Time 0.08 0.50 

Applying the improved caching, and adding write caching, increased the 

performance of the prototype file system for writing by approximately a 

factor of four and for reading by approximately a factor of two. 
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5.3.5 Timing with Varied Distribution 

A final set of timing measurements were made using the prototype 

software in its final version, with the improved read caching and the added 

write caching. The original Y file tested as described in the preceding 

sections was created in such a way as to force the file blocks to be evenly 

distributed among the three Alpha workstations. Two new Y files were 

created. One was created with the distribution of the file blocks controlled 

so that in one case the file resided entirely on the local disk of the system 

on which the test application executed. The second was created such that 

the file blocks were entirely located on one remote system with no blocks 

on the local system on which the test application executed. The read and 

write access times for the full one megabyte file are shown in Table 5.4 

below, compared with the times resulting from distribution across all three 

systems. 

5.4 Analysis of Results 

These results show that basic file operations based on the new paradigm 

of horizontal integration are possible. The results also show that the 

performance of a simple non-optimized prototype is well within the order 

of magnitude of the performance provided by a common network file 

system based on the existing paradigm of vertical integration, which has 

had many years of development and refinement. 
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Table 5.4 Timing with Varied Distribution 

Times are shown as File File entirely File entirely 
write time/read time distributed on one on local 
and all are seconds across 3 remote system 

systems system 

Total A vg. Real Time 5.54/2.30 2.71/3.20 0.96/0.60 

Total A vg. CPU Time 0.65/0.61 0.55/0.82 0.11/0.10 

Real Time Std. Dev. 0.38/0.19 0.35/0.14 0.11/0.01 

CPU Time Std. Dev. 0.37/0.04 0.64/0.07 0.03/0.03 

Real Time Variance .144/.036 .123/.02 .012/.0001 

CPU Time Variance .137/.002 .41/.005 .001/.001 

MAX Real Time 7.88/3.00 3.20/3.03 1.40/0.59 

MAX CPU Time 1.47/0.68 1.77/0.95 0.15/0.15 

MIN Real Time 5.22/2.17 2.36/3.03 0.90/0.59 

MIN CPU Time 0.08/0.50 0.05/0.68 0.05/0.15 

The incremental results for the Y file operations also indicate that there 

are additional opportunities to improve the efficiency of the implementation 

of the Y file services. Even relatively basic modifications to the prototype 

have demonstrated dramatic increases in performance. 

5.4.1 Variance 

The variance of the measurements is consistently larger for the write 

operations than for read operations in nearly all tests. The single exception 

is in the CPU time for the test with the file entirely on the local Y resource, 

-- ---- ---------------------------- ----, 
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in which the variance was the same for both. The test with only local file 

blocks provides an indication that system level overhead accounts for some 

of the difference in read and write performance. In this case, the variance 

in the measurements are identical for write and read operations. However, 

average realtime for the write operation is 60% longer than for the read 

operation, while the average CPU time is 15% longer for the write than for 

the read. It is not 'clear whether the source of this overhead is in the 

operating system or the disk hardware. 

The variation in measurements is the generally largest for the tests 

which require the most network transfers, indicating that network response 

time variation contributes significantly. Other traffic on the network 

introduces these variations for the tests with file blocks distributed across 

all three systems, or across two systems. The variance is largest for the 

case of two systems, with the file blocks entirely on the remote system, 

since all access require use of the network. There is more opportunity for 

other network traffic to influence the response time. In the case where the 

file Is distributed across three systems, including the local system running 

the application, one third of the a.ccesses are local. These accesses have 

much less variance and influence the overall timing measure in a way that 

offsets some of the variation of network response times. For the case where 

the file is entirely local, there are not network accesses and the variance is 

very small. 

. ... _-_._----------
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In most cases the CPU time varies more than the real time. This arises 

because of the caching. Most of the time the same set of code executes, but 

on occasions when a cache must be filled a set of additional code executes, 

resulting in more CPU time. 

5.4.2 Prototype Factors 

At least some of the performance differences between Y and FTP arise 

from the simplified nature of the prototype implementation. The sequential 

improvements made, initially with the Ethernet based implementation and 

later with the FDDI based implementation, show that the Y entities can be 

optimized and tuned to be more efficient. 

One clear source of overhead is the disk I/O operations. The caching 

improvements which were applied made a dramatic impact on the 

performance of the file system entities. It appears that the size of the 

caches are adequate because doubling the size of the read and write data 

caches from 64 to 128 blocks yielded very little change in overall 

performance. Yet further improvements can clearly be made by increasing 

the sophistication of the caching techniques. For example, the invalidation 

of the entire read cache when a block present in the cache is written could 

be made more efficient by updating the block in the read cache from the 

write cache instead. In some types of file accesses this would reduce cache 

reloads dramatically . 

. _-----------_ ... _ ...... _. ---_ ... 
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It is also apparent, from the tests made with raw I/O, that increasing the 

size of the logical data blocks would also provide for more efficient 

operation. Large block sizes have also been applied in versions of the 

standard UNIX file system for the same reason [AND90]. In the Y file 

system a larger block size would also more effectively utilize the 4 KB 

packet size of the underlying FDDI network. The original block size was 

chosen to match the 512 byte sector size of the disk and fit within the 1500 

byte packet size of Ethernet. Using a larger packet size would reduce the 

number of messages required to send files and allow more effective 

utilization of the network bandwidth. Using a larger logical block size 

would essentially be clustering physical disk sectors and would increase the 

granularity of storage but would also help to make raw disk I/O more 

efficient as well. Modifying the prototype file system entities for larger 

logical block sizes would require widespread changes to the software and 

data structures and was not perfonned. However, such techniques are 

commonly applied in system software. 

Another factor related to the prototypical nature of the implementation 

software is the fact that the Y entities run as user space application, rather 

than running in kernel space. This introduces some extra buffer copying 

when blocks are transferred over the network, since the data buffers must 

be copied between user space and kernel space. For an implementation of 

the Y entities in kernel space the number of these copies would be reduced. 

In this work it was not possible to modify the kernels of the operating 

-----------------------
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system because the host systems were also used for other application 

research and development. Modifying the operating system kernel with 

prototype software typically causes frequent system crashes as software is 

developed and test. Such crashing would have severely interfered with the 

other work which involved these systems. 

The prototype Y file system entities do not currently make use of the 

full concurrency provided by distribution of the file blocks. A next logical 

step for improving the performance would be to build a sliding window 

protocol into the Y entity in place of the current stop-and-wait protocol. 

The stop-and-wait protocol essentially serializes operations which could 

otherwise be taking place concurrently. By modifying the protocol used 

between the Y entities to transfer blocks disk accesses could be overlapped, 

enhancing the performance. This process was described in Section 1.4.1.3 

above. 

It is also important to note that this work demonstrates the capability of 

the two types of file systems to coexist, even sharing the same physical 

disk. 

5.4.3 Comparison Factors 

A straight comparison of performance figures between this prototype 

implementation and FTP or NFS based transfers do not appear to be very 

favorable to the horizontally integrated model. However, it is important to 
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keep in mind that the two types of systems are very different. For FTP or 

NFS data transfers, there are only two hosts involved and the entire remote 

file can be cached with a single I/O operation and sent using the maximum 

packet size over the net. With the prototype system based on horizontal 

integration the file may be transparently spread over many disks. It is 

impossible to compare the performance of FrP or NFS in accessing such 

transparently distributed files because they cannot support that type of 

location transparency. 

5.5 Summary 

The prototype implementation has demonstrated the feasibility of 

building a distributed file system based on the new paradigm of horizontal 

integration. Certainly a great deal more development is required to bring 

such a file system up to the level of commercially available systems which 

have had decades of development. The new paradigm offers a higher 

degree of location transparency and distribution than file systems based on 

the paradigm of vertical integration. In addition, the new paradigm offers a 

great deal of flexibility in determining how file blocks are distributed, 

potentially allowing the distributed file system to dynamically change its 

allocation strategy for each specific application. Some implications and 

research potentials which are opened up by the new paradigm are described 

in the following chapter. 

A distributed file system based on the new paradigm may not 
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appropriate for all computer systems or distributed environments. The 

prototype work has demonstrated that for UNIX-like operating system 

environments such a file system can be easily constructed with reasonable 

performance, and can even coexist with the UNIX file system without 

interference. The UNIX environment provides a rich set of networking and 

system facilities which, coupled with relatively high performance 

workstations, easily support such a distributed file system. Other specific 

computer hardware and operating systems (e.g. Personal Computers 

running MS-DOS) do not necessarily provide adequate facilities and 

networking support for such a distributed file system, but may provide 

adequate support for NFS types of file sharing. 
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CHAPTER 6 POTENTIALS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The concepts developed in this research provide a great deal of 

opportunity for additional research on many topics. In terms of the file 

system itself there are many issues of implementation and performance to 

be addressed. This is especially true for issues of concurrency control and 

error recovery. Beyond the file system itself, there are research issues 

opened up by the application of these concepts. In many respects these 

issues are of more importance since they concern the impact of the new 

paradigm on computer based applications which provide real utility to end 

users. 

6.1 Impact of Low Level Integration 

In the current paradigm the file system software is often concerned with 

the optimization of disk I/O operations. Some versions of the UNIX file 

system use cylinder groups and distribution of inodes across cylinder 

groups to increase the efficiency of disk I/O operation. In the horizontally 

integrated file system, such considerations take on a different character. 

The optimization of I/O operations becomes entirely a local, low level issue 

concerning the optimization of a sequence of operations which are likely to 

be entirely unrelated. The optimization of this sequence of operations 

becomes decoupled from any particular single file. 
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However, the file system may still be concerned with optimal 

scheduling of requests for blocks of a specific file. This optimization will 

now be more closely related to network communications. The sequence in 

which individual blocks of a file are requested will not necessarily match 

the sequence in which they are returned. This is especially true since 

blocks are likely to be requested from and arriving from different network 

nodes. 

6.2 Impact on Distributed Database Systems 

From one viewpoint a Distributed Database Management System 

(DDBMS) is simply another application utilizing the resources provided 

and managed by the operating system environment in which it operates. 

Among those resources are the communications network and the file 

system [OZS91B]. From this viewpoint it would appear that introducing 

the concepts described in this research would be totally transparent to the 

DDBMS except to simplify that portion of the DDBMS which is concerned 

with determining the location of files. However, this viewpoint is much too 

simplified and does not provide an adequate reference point from which to 

understand the impact of horizontal integration on the DDBMS. 

The DDBMS itself is a complex software system made up of a hierarchy 

of components. Like the layering seen in network protocols and operating 

systems, these components separate functions to provide high level 

abstractions built on top of functionality provided by low level 

......•.. __ .. _------- .---
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implementation specific primitives. The layering of components is shown 

in Figure 6.1. There are several important implications in this structure. 
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Figure 6.1 Distributed Database Management System Components 

First, movement of information across the heavy line separating the 

Conceptual Schema into Global and Local components will require 

interaction with the communications system. Second, activity at the level 

of the Internal Schema will involve interaction with the file system. This is 

where the data part of the distributed database meets the file system. Of 
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course, there are other interactions with the file system, such as log files, 

but these are more localized and related to operational aspects of the 

DDBMS rather than the data being managed. For the localized (log file) 

types of activities, the application of horizontal integration would be totally 

transparent to the DDBMS and would not impact those activities. For the 

actions of the Runtime Support Processor, the application of horizontal 

integration would be transparent as well, however there is some question as 

to whether there would indeed be some impact on its activities. 

The architectural view of Figure 6.1 a separation of uses of the file 

system and the communications system along the lines of global and local 

components. This seems to indicate that the application of the horizontally 

integrated file system would be transparent and of no consequence to the 

DDBMS. The symbolic namespace provides total distribution transparency 

of file names. However, if the operational characteristics of the DDBMS 

are considered there are two issues to consider, replication and 

fragmentation. 

6.2.1 Replication 

In current DDBMS implementations data is often replicated for reasons 

of performance, reliability and availability. Generally this consists of 

keeping copies of data at several locations. Management of the replicated 

data is the domain of the DDBMS and an important issue is that of 

replication transparency. That is, should the DDBMS user have to be 
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aware of the existence of replicated files. In considering the DDBMS in the 

context of the horizontally integrated file system the important issue for 

replication actually becomes: does it have any meaning or value? With 

distribution of the file system occurring at the logical block level the 

concept of a "local" copy no longer has meaning. Certainly the DDBMS 

can still manage multiple copies of data. However, the rational for having 

those copies may no longer be valid. A "local" copy will not provide better 

performance, nor will it necessarily be more reliable or more available. 

Architecturally, the fact that the file system has been distributed has no 

impact. Operationally it does have an impact. 

6.2.2 Fragmentation 

In a distributed (relational) database it is common to divide relations 

into fragments, and distribute the fragments rather than the relations. This 

division can increase the intraquery concurrency and throughput of the 

database system. It can also impose degradation on performance. 

Fragmentation of the relations may be either horizontal, vertical or hybrid. 

When determining how to fragment relations, the DDBMS designer will 

base decisions on the locality of applications. This matters because an 

application running on a local system may primarily access only certain 

fragments of a relation using a specific view. Placing the appropriate 

fragment on that local system can therefore increase the performance of the 

database. Implementing fragmentation in the context of the horizontally 

-~-------------- --- _.--_. -
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integrated file system is similar to implementing replication. 

Architecturally, there is no impact since the distribution of the file system is 

transparent. Operationally, it is now questionable what meaning 

fragmentation has, when there is no meaning to "local" as far as the file 

system is concerned. 

For a DDBMS implemented III the context of a file system with 

transparent distribution at the logical block level, replication and 

fragmentation are no longer useful tools which can be used to tinker with 

the performance of the database system. Replication may still be used for 

reliability and data redundancy. However, necessity for consideration and 

usefulness of fragmentation appears to be removed by the horizontal 

integration. 

6.2.3 DDBMS Over Multiple Distributed File Systems 

There is a potential architecture involving horizontal integration in 

which both fragmentation and replication retain their original usefulness. It 

is an architecture which is possibly the most appropriate for using 

horizontal fragmentation in a very wide area network. 

Consider a case in which a distributed database user has sites at multiple 

cities across the country. At each site the user has several machines and 

wishes to use a distributed file system. The user also wishes to use a 

DDBMS across the long haul network between the sites in different cities. 

~~---------------~--.--~.~~--~--~~~ 
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In this situation each group of systems at a single site could use the 

horizontally integrated file system among the local machines. Each site 

would have a separate distributed file system supporting the DDBMS. A 

gateway at each site can connect the local hosts to one or more remote sites. 

This gateway provides the capability to move information between file 

systems. The DDBMS can then perform data replication and fragmentation 

at the scale of sites. Local files at each site are distributed across the 

systems at that site, but not across the full network. 

In this situation fragments can be placed at sites as appropriate for the 

data access requirements at the site. Replicated data at each site can 

provide data availability even if the links to distance sites go down. 

The mechanism for this architecture is fairly simple. While access to 

the remote file system is still transparent (because the nature of the logical 

namespace has not changed) the only mechanism required to achieve this 

partitioning of the file system is to control the function of assigning logical 

blocks to restrict the pool of blocks drawn from to the local file system. 

This mechanism could be implemented by adjusting the layer at which 

logical block assignments are made. However, this could have the effect of 

pushing too much of the file system functionality down to the Data Link 

Layer. This just reverses the situation found in the current paradigm, in 

which the file system sits on top of the network protocol stack, and puts the 

whole file system near the bottom of the stack. This method is also less 
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flexible, unless the functions are duplicated at multiple layers. 

A more satisfactory implementation would be to provide a filter, or 

netmask, function and leave the logical block assignment at the higher 

layers. The netmask provides a means to limit blocks selected for DDBMS 

files to those whose network address component match the subnet address 

of the local site. This can be done before the fact by passing the netmask to 

the procedure that gets logical blocks from the free pool, so that it only 

selects appropriate logical blocks. Alternatively, it can be done after the 

fact by checking allocated blocks against the mask and returning 

inappropriate blocks to the free pool. This implementation method also 

provides the capability of allowing the distributed file system to appear in 

partitions to some applications, but unpartitioned to others. 

6.3 Host-less Network Storage 

This new model of integration provides for a form of network storage in 

which disk storage devices can be added to the file system without adding a 

full scale server. Since integration can be accomplished at a low level, 

host-less storage devices are essentially simple controllers which integrate 

appropriate network and disk interfaces. The controller requires very little 

intelligence since higher layer functions, either network or protocol, are 

never performed. The controller has a network address and recognizes low 

level messages transferring or requesting data blocks whose logical block 

numbers specify disk local disk blocks. 
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Such controllers are not limited to r..ost-Iess storage systems. An 

integrated communications and storage controller can also be used in a 

normal system. The block architecture of such a system is shown in Figure 

6.2 below, for a integrated communications and storage controller based on 

Ethernet communications and SCSI bus storage components. 

Inte2rated Communications/Storage Controller as 
HosO ess Network Storage System 

E I et t lern 

SCSI hilS I 
SCSI Buffer Ethernet 

~~~ 
-I controllcr Memory controller 

I I 

Power 1-- ROM Control 
Supply Memory Processor 

Inte2 ted Comm n· l)fo s/St rage Controller as 
Hosf t: 

ra u IC. I n 0 • t ICIl 
Communications Storage Adaptor 

E I let 

II SCSII SCSI bus 
Buffer Ethernet 

~~~ 
I controller Memory controller 

I I I 

Host bus Bus ROM Control 
Interface Memory Processor 

Figure 6.2 Integrated Communications/Storage Controller 

In the top part of Figure 6.2 is show a basic architecture for an 

--"---------------------- -
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integrated communications and storage controller. Commonly available 

Ethernet and SCSI controllers are integrated with a control microprocessor 

and memory. Minimal control program code resides in ROM which can 

provide data link level processing of Ethemet packets and interact with the 

SCSI controller to perform disk I/O operations. The buffer memory 

provides temporary storage for data moving between the communications 

interface and the SCSI controller, as well as space for data structures 

maintained by the controller as part of the low level integrated file system 

protocol. 

In the bottom half of Figure 6.2 (above) the same controller has been 

augmented with an appropriate bus interface. This interface allows the 

controller to communicate with a host system to perform both storage and 

communications operations to allow the host to participate in a horizontally 

integrated file system. 

6.4 Application to Medical Imaging 

Medical imaging is a very data intensive application requiring the long 

term storage of a great deal of text, graphic and image information and falls 

in the category of Image Management And Communications Systems 

(lMACS) [ROW89, SHA89]. A major component of IMACS falls within 

the radiology department where large amounts of image data are generated 

and stored [G0086, DAV86]. As can be seen from Figure 6.3, a digital 

radiology environment is a distributed computing environment consisting 
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four primary system types: 

1. Imaging Equipment (IE), 

2. Display Workstations (DS), 

3. Database Archives (DBA) 

4. Communications Network 

Figure 6.3 IMACS Components 

In general there will always be multiple imaging equipment and display 

workstation systems. There may be multiple database archives depending 

on whether the system is designed for a centralized database or distributed 

database [SHE90]. In either case the data flow is generally from the 

imaging equipment, to the database and on to the display workstations. 
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As can be seen from Figure 6.3 the applicability of a distributed file 

system to IMACS using a distributed database archive is clear. The 

workstations require access to image data from any of the database archive 

systems, and imaging equipment may connect directly to a database 

archive, or to the communications network. In this application the 

horizontally integrated distributed file systems could be used to provide 

transparent distribution of image data among the component systems. By 

controlling the underlying block allocation policy, image data could be 

evenly distributed among the systems providing tile resources or image 

data could be distributed to database archives associated with particular 

imaging equipment. In the former case, use of a scrambling algorithm 

could ensure that even if a system containing part of the distributed file 

system went down or suffered a disk crash the image data would still be 

retrievable, perhaps in a degraded form. In the latter case, image data files 

could be allocated among local resources for pelformance reasons. A 

distributed file system based on the horizontal integration paradigm would 

support either option. 
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